
Chapter 6: Callibaetis ■ f t  f m

?

Although the Callibaetis is listed as a pond or Stillwater 

- insect, only rarely observed near runningswater, I was very fortunate 

c k “1|1 to find a hatch of these beautiful creatures on a private spring

creek here in the Bozeman Valley .during the 28■aftd”?9tfr-€)f-. ^  

Aujbgust, 1989. I was first attracted to the fly in its

spinner stage'1 close to ;he creek. The fly was quite

large, perhaps a thirteen-, fourteen ort£i£fcesfu The Callibaetis 

is a very delicate insect with an almost transparent, ghostly 

quality. The wings dn the dun and the spinner are highly 

speckled which accounts for the common name, speckled dun. Quite 

a few of thern̂  apparently males, were dancing near the creek, 

three or four feet in the air, rising and falling no more than 12 

inches. Every now and then a female of the species would fly 

into the the bunch, pick a partner who joined her in mid air, 

after which the pair plunged wildy downstream.

The trout in the creek were rising to the insect,

but I could not tell if they were duns or spinners or both. The 

soft-hackled imitation I came up with is as follows:

Hook: 14, 16, light wire.

Hackle: Light hen grizzly, we 1 p a r k e d  with narrow bands.

Body: Orvis #21 light gray extra fine poly dubbing.
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Tail: A few strands of clear poly shuck material.

The top part of the spring creek (the more popular section) 

had a lot yf- good sized trout rising to the Calljbaetisfrjput I 

found these fish to be very skittery and almost unaproachable, 

for whatever reason I cannot say. Downstream a half-mile or so, 

things were different. Trout rose steadily and confidently to 

the duns and spinners at nearly every bend in the creek, and I 

was able to get close enough behind them to make fairly short 

casts.

The first casts with a new pattern are always exciting. The 

thrill lies in the fact that the trout has never seen the 

artificial fly before. Will he accept it as the natural? Those 

first moments after making the cast and watching the fly drift 

down towards the fish make your heart pound. Will he? Or wont 

he? With the new Icallibaetisl^sof^^acklejj there was no 

hesitation or show of .doubt from any of the fish I tried on that 

first day. I rose six, all rainbows in the 15-17 inch class.

Two were landed, two were hooked and got off. And another two 

broke off on the take at one of the few spots on the creek where 

it's possible to fish downstream. Let me describe this for you. 

The creek makes a sharp bend to the left. There is a fairly high 

bank in the corner of the angle which can hide the angler if he 

stays down and crouched behind it. False casts are made several 

feet in front of the fish, then the final reach cast is laid down 

about a yard in front of him. I should have changed to 4x
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tippet as Mottram suggested in the last chapter and perhaps I 

would not have been broken by those two trout.

Since retiring to Montana six years ago, I have grown to 

love this kind of fishing. It is the most difficult and 

challenging of all fly fishing. The water is gin clear and 

shallow with the trout rising frequently in less than a foot of 

water. Most of the stream's surface is smooth as glass. There 

are few trees and very few high banks to hide behind, except the 

one described above,. Everything, even the wind seems visible.

It usually takes several minutes for me to get in position to make the 

first upstream cast to one of the trout, and sometimes I can blow 

the whole show on that first cast, or even before.

There is an intimacy in small, sprin^^eek fishing that 

one feels no where else. And it takes some time to become 

accustomed to it, specially when the angler has been fishing the 

Madison, the Missouri or the Yellowstone. Even the finest angler 

does not make big bags on spring creeks. Two or three brace 

in a few hours fishing is average and if you have done that, you 

can give yourself a pat on the back.

On the 29th, I walked the whole length of the spring creek 

fishing here and there with the new softSBackled fly. Wherever I 

saw a fish rise, I got a confidential reaction to the new fly.

But it wasn't until I reached the end of the creek where it 

flowed into a larger free stone type of river that I had an
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outstanding angling experience, and a lesson in ecology.

I approached the confluence pool of the two streams 

cautiously. I could not see all of it because of a large tree on 

the left downstream side. The part of the pool I saw clearly was 

festooned with several circles of varying sizes, some of them 

with a trout head sticking up in the middle. These were not 

spring creek fish, but occupants of the larger, more wel4~kr)own 

and more commonly fished trout stream relishing the harvest of

the sprin^)reek CsJJjbaetU, which is rarely seen on the bigger 

river.

There was no way to angle for those fish from above in a 

downstream mode, so I stayed clear of the pool, walked way around 

it and approached it from the rear. When I got there, the 

whole pool lay before me. Trout of varying sizegwere scattered 

throughou^actively feeding on the Cal 1ibaetis coming down out of 

the spring creek. It was an excellent example of the pecking 

order: the larger rings and bigger trout at the top of the pool 

getting first crack at the morsels coming down from the spring 

creek.

Well, I like small trout just as much as big ones, and I 

started in on the smaller ones at the tail of the pool. They took 

the softback led CalHbaetis avidly^ whether the fly caught a 

little air in the casting and was visible on the surface or 

whether it started sinking as soon as it hit the water.
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I caught 11 rainbows, a brown trout and a whitefish and was 

now facing the last trout at the head of the pool, which 

appreared to be the biggest one in it. He was unmindful of what 

happened below him and went on feeding with the same rhythm and 

steadfastness as when I first saw him. He also moved around 

quite a bit, not only from side to side, but upstream in a short dash 

to intercept another Callibaeti_s^ or downstream in a slow drift 

backwards trying to keep a single Callibaetis from getting by 

him. It would be nice if I could finish off the pool by hooking 

him.

And I did. The second or third cast. I can't remember.

What I do recall is the leap up, straight out of the water 

showing his full length, silver belly and dark back side; and him 

going back in tail first, almost the same way he came out. One 

jump, and now he was streaking up the bigger river and nothing 

was going to stop him.

The fishing in this pool was over. Now, I wanted to see if 

trout were rising anywhere else on the river, or was the spring 

creek a CaH^bae'Us cornucopia which offered the only surface 

food to the trout of the bigger river. I walked upstream and 

downstream looking for other surface activity and found 

absolutely none.
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Chapter 5: Trico

Preliminary plans for this book did not include the Trico. ,

I was afraid of failing before I began. I had the feeling one
U vJiJ): I-aA  ¿L tm JcU

had-,to be some kind of wizard with.jet pilot<vision to fish the
A, ^ A /

diminutive fly. I suppose I was also setrfcijjrfpl by the kind of 'in 'i'/ A tc w Jk lil

warnings found in the popular "hatch" books. "TY^cor^bhodes -- 

stygjatus^requires a #28 or #24 hook size (#28 is best); a #22

will be completely ignored." "Trying to match size-24 spinners 

over two to four pound selective trout can bewilder the best of 

fishermen." "It is difficult to find specific tricorythodes 

patterns in fishing literature." "Fishing tricorythodes 

imitations is a demanding game..." "Correct imitation size is 

imperative during the 'trico' activity. The duns are best 

imitated on a #24 hook, but #26's may be more accurate on some 

streams."

„w

This is all nonsense, of course, but it-goe-s-along with the-

idea- that you aro^fe.better fisherman can catch large fish

on small flies and.cob web leaders
A

]required^ because yoth %%-got-

three or two pound tippet material ̂ through the eyes of miniscule 

hooks. I heard the same gamesmanship dialogue from anglers 

when I told them I was catching a lot of trout on a size 16 sof

7hackled midge. "But, how could you. I never fish anything 

bigger than a size 24 when I'm fishing the midge*" they would 

reply.

ti/t (/u r t "
— f t
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The new jof£5kckled trico is a very successful fly tied on a
i/ . j"

monster-size^18 hook, exemplifying my statement in the

introduction that many of the new patterns in this book can be 

fished up to two hook sizes larger than the natural insect, and 

perhaps, three or four hook sizes larger than the artificials 

normally recommended^ Nor did I find fishing the trico 

difficult. The downjtream, reach/swing casU.already outlined in 

an earlier chaptej^took many large rainbows on the Missouri 

River, not only by me, but by another fishing friend, as well, in 

late August and September of 1989.

There probably would not be a sof^ackle trico pattern if 

it had not been for Earl Dorsey, postmaster of Helena, M o n t a n ^  

ttgrarr-he* who invited me to fish the Missouri with him during 

that time. The Trico hatches had thinned out a bit, he related 

on the phone, making the fishing even tougher. The large pods of 

fish were gone, too, he added, but there were small, sporadic 

hatches of Trico, which should make fishing the big rainbows of 

the river interesting and exciting.

I tied the soft-hackled tricos the night before I left.

They were based on the general appearance of the fly, in its 

spinner stage, which is simply a black small body with near-white
fr ic »

wings. And here is the soft-hacklecr dressinq:
,f /I

Hook: 18 /(This is a Syl Nemes signature series hook oj*
SSll * i a

/ A ^
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his energies into a quarterly, FLY FISHING

is probably small for its size, measuring a quarter of an inch long 

from the front of the eye to the outside of the curve. The wire 

is quite fine. The fly is tied small on the hook.)

Tying thread: Black or dark olive.

Body: Black mole fur dubbed to a little more than half the

hook.

Hackle: Dirty-white, or off-white hen hackle, larger than 

what would normally be used on this size fly. Mole fur dubbing 

to the eye.

Tail: Poly shuck material, three or four strands only,

Because of its size, the Missouri River is likely to 

intimidate anglers visiting it for the first time. Most of it is

looks deep enough to float a destroyer. Once in the river, 

however, the angler finds it to be quite shallow and relatively 

easy to wade. At first, the water looks much the same from one 

bank to another. And it's only after the angler has waded the 

river for a time that he notices the giant weed beds and 

shallow depressions, which create distinct currents^and-feeding 

lanes^and holding places for the rainbows. All of these 

features make up what the locals call "flats". They can be

e river
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several hundred feet long with good fishing all the way down. y 7f 

Our fishing began on just such a flat. Earl, with one o f / ^ n e w  

tricos on his line, lead the way, quartering downstream to the 

right of me. I saw him stop, then lean a little for a better \

look. He started casting, letting out line. 30 feet. 40 feet.
IvffM \

I saw the line hit the water. There was a short drift downstream 

and he had a fish on. It was a pretty good sized rainbow, which 

he landed and released. He gave me a thumbs up. Not bad, I 

thought.( The ]new trico is working, and on a downstream cast.

£</**** 
U 'T  *'

Now, I thought the water in front of me looked better, 

nideed, it did, because all of a sudden, I saw the head of a 

trout jggrpk out-fas big as my fist/ I started casting to him, 35

or 40 feet to my left. The fly was in a reach mode

when it went over the spot where I thought the fish to be and

nothing happened. I heard Earl yelp and turned my head in his

direction to see him hooked to another rainbow. That's when I

felt a vicious tug at the fly, which was now swinging on a fairly

taut line. This surprised me. Big fish are not supposed to take

small flies dragging on a swinging line. I reeled up knowing

only too well the 6x tippet could not have taken

sure enough^the fly was gone.
81 )

By now, Earl was just landing the rainbow. I waded 

over to him and saw him release the 16-17 inch fish. "The new 

Trico looks like it's working for you. I just had one break me 

off on the swing, I wasn't looking. You're taking yours
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downstream^ I said.

"I fish emergers like that all the time. I usually cast at 

about a 45 degree angle slightly upstream of the fish. I mend 

if I have to, then let the fly swing right over him. Com'n, 

there's some nice water just below here."

We waded downstream a short distance. Earl stopped and 

pointed. "There's a little pod working. See them?"

Seven or 8  good sized rainbows were rising steadily about a 

hundred feet below us. "Com'n. But take it slow. They spook 

easy__even when you think you're a safe distance away."

We eased over to the right of the pod, went another 30 or 40

Earl picked the lead fish sst to us. He measured the 

distance with false casts high above the water, and laid the line 

and the Trico on the water. It was short. He pulled a couple 

of feet off the reel and tried again. Now, he was casting a full 

50 feet, but this time the fly was on the mark and a rainbow took 

it. The man was a good fisherman and obviously very adept at 

fishing in this downstream style. And even though it wasn't my

lovely rainbows, and I was broken off by on^a^all on a size 18

feet and stopped. Earl motioned for me to have a go. \"No.

want to watch you do it."

fish, I was aglow. three

which nevnever existed before today.
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The^antics of the rainbow put the pod down. Earl went off

towards the center of the river and I proceeded downstream. I

got into some weeds and without any fish showing decided I would

cast across the weeds into a clear patch of moving water. I made

a desultory cast, then another. I had to change my footing in

the weeds and took my eyes off the line for a second. And it

happened again^the powerful pull at the fly/^the abrupt

straightening of the line^^the boiling commotion at the end of

the leader...and the sickening realization that I was hookless 
T

again. Twice was enough, I said to myself. I've got to do

something to stop this. But what? I couldn't go any heavier

than the 6X I was using. (Something I learned later would have

permitted a heavier tippet.) I decided to be more watchful

of the initial contact, to focus on the floating, white line

where it joined the leader. If I saw the line start to
ag <jVc

straighten, I would give line toward the fish and try not to set 

the hook. All I needed was something to ailev sate the impact of 

the take, which is.violent and powerful in the downstream, swing 

style of fishing. ~

So, I tied on another, new Trico, took a few more steps and 

started in again. Now, I was ready. Just let that big rainbow 

try to steal another fly from me. I'll show him. Three or four 

casts later, perhaps 10 or 12 feet lower down, it happened.

The line went first and I did feel something^ I threw the r̂ od 

tip forward, dropped the line from my left hand and let it go.



The fish was thrashing about, the hook alraady-in him. Line wffi^ 
| £

whistlw*g-through the guides* That must be enough, I thought.and
/v

grabbed the line and tightened. He was on. I wasn't broken.

He was coming in, making determined stands here and there. I was 

winning, then the line went dead. I reeled up anxious to see if 

I still had the fly. I did, which meant that method of striking 

a big fish on 6X on a downstream swing can work.

We had waded several hundred feet ¿own the flat and it was 

time to go back. Earl came up to me. "How do we get out?" I 

asked.

"We don't. There's a deep channel between us and the bank. 

Runs for quite a distance. We'll have to wade up the same way we 

came down." So that's the catch, I thought. It was easy coming 

down, now there's that long v̂ a-ik back, upstream. Oh well, we can 

fish our way back. This will be a good chance to fish the new 

trico upstream to rising trout if we see any.

We each caught one on the return trip, fishing upstream and 

dr^g-j^ee, helping to prove the new soft-hackled Trico was 

effective downstream on a tight line and up stream on a loose 

one.

Now, we were on the bank walking back to the car. I asked 

Earl for an assessment of the new Trico. "I like it. I cant 

wait to try it earlier in the year when the hatch is really 

thick. It should work better at the height of the hatch. There
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are so many tries in the air, you can see the shucks raining 

down. You don't know what to use. A 22 Adams. Or a smaller elk 

hair trico. Your hook is bigger. I think the fly solves the puzzle 

of what to use when the tri-cos are on. I think it'll work on the big 

pods."

I fished the new trico another three days on the Missouri

without the friendship and help of Earl. The natural fly was fistsr-.ing . J

out, but I did enjoy some nice evening fishing with the same
-- —— 1 cL sr̂  cUty 9
Trico/sjDft'hacklelPy^auring the -1,.g--ond'-3rd- Of September.

J
There was also a pod of brown trout in a very slow, very 

difficult, practically still piece of backwater where three or 

four of the large fish took the fly but for one reason or another 

could not be firmly hooked.

Like Earl, I am anxious to try the new trico in July and 

August when the hatch is so thick "you get covered with nymphal 

shucksOmd spinners blanket the surface." I would also like to
X y

try the new fly on the 'gulpers' of Hebgen Lake, just to see if 

this kind of imitation works on still water. I am pleased, 

however, with the performance of the pattern because I heard and 

read over and over that small imitations like the Trico are only 

taken drag free. And Earl and I proved otherwise. (I have
{fv lU  f'ÎLifinJU' ("i/l

fished for many years exactly 4-ilco■ that- with traditional soft--
A ^

hackles on many different kinds of rivers with outstanding 

success.)
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The argument o p debate on drag has occupied a major part of

my thought ever since I began fishing soi^^ackled flies more

than 30 years ago. On small, intimate spring creeks, no one

enjoys upstream, dra^ree, drj@ly or nymph fishing more than I do.

It has a certain charm. It is more one-on-one perhaps than any

other kind of fishing. It requires stealth because you must get

close to the fish to use the short line required for control.

And in many places on small waters, it is the only way to

approach feeding fish without spooking them. I've had 6 years

of this kind of fishing here in Montana, so I know how evil and
//«.

disastrous drag can be. Yet, as ^said'just a little earlier,—

I've fished sofj^iackles downstream for a long time with perhaps

more than average success. And now, the almost identical method
/

of fishing is proving successful with a tiny soft-hackletrico 

imitation for big rainbows on the Missouri.

Why? U Z .  ̂  P ,  f t  i^ o u jjk  o t w n t i * * '

First, there must be a visual difference i/f drag of a dry fly

floating on the surface and drag of a wet, soft hackle in the

surface film or even an inch or two below the surface. Drag on
(u /fiS

the surface leaves highly visible hash marks or wakes resembling 

something like shattered glass to the trout.

There is no such disturbance from a wet fly or soft hackle 

(at least any that can be seen or photographed.) And I think the 

amount of drag and the derogatory effects of it on a wet fly or 

soft^jiackled fly on a tight, downstream line have been
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exagerated. (It may also be that the true size of arfly 

partially or totally submerged could be blurred or hidden to the 

trout^causing him to accept the larger-than-life^soft-hacklea' 

imitations in this book.)

Let's look at a chart I made up, for example, to^^©■e'how 

much drag (lateral fly movement) there really is in dowbnstrearru 

tight line fishing. The scale is 1" to 8 '. Pretend^ w e 1ve made 

a 40 foot cast at a 90-degree angl^p&«4 we can see that after the 

same length of line has traveled downstream approximately 16 

feet, the fly has moved laterally, or dragged^only 3 feet. This 

drag has not occurred all at one time, but only an inch at a 

time. Dn£?ly drag, no matter how short, occurs quickly and is 

highly visible. If the angler knows where the fish is, he can 

present a soft^hackle or wet fly to him downstream, with so 

little drag that the fish will not even notice it or alter his
DoQ/

decision to take the fly. AndSfcI have already pointed out^that

on large rivers^like the Missouri and the Henry's Fork, ono -eaft- 
( ■ hkf&gfbi hG'Zt fiO

(U r*-position nnn'n ».n4f thit hp wiLL.shnrfpn the lateral distance
TV czLsf-rVcj /V

between the fish and hj^position in the river. 

sec from the chart „that the shorter the lateral distance^the less

the amount of drag, so that if the angler were standing upstream 

in a straight line from the fish, there wouldn't be any drag at 

all.

Q c c u r i

All of this theoretical display y s ', of course, .without <n̂ ~~

additional line and without mending.» If you mend the line or
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feed it (or a combination of both) at a speed just slightly
bh<\d-~

faster than the current, you should be able to fish a stretch or 

known-trout lie with a soft-hackle or wet fly-wifcft virtually-oo—  

drag, and still feel the take if you ean-H  see it.

In connection with this, are some very interesting

observations made by J. C. Mottram, in SEA TROUT AND OTHER

FISHING STUDIES. The chapter is entitled 'Down Stream Dry Fly

Fishing.' I was surprised to find such writing by Mottram,
Mgf —

because he was an avowed chalk streamvdry fly fisherman. And I
y a

always believed fly fishing on those hallowed waters was not 

only dry, but up. But, just to make sure, I checked Halford's 

first two books in which the various parts of the 'code' appear 

and I could not find the 'regulation' which said that d r ^ ^ y  

fishing downstream was »-no-fw. No, indeec^Halford^in FLOATING 

FLIES^~writes(P"Where it is impracticable to throw up stream, 

cast across and slightly up, and, where this is impossible, cast 

directly across, and lower the hand slowly as the fly floats 

down, so as not to drag it." And^a little later(iy''Occasionally, 

however, it is impossible either owing to natural obstructions on 

the bank or other causes, to fish a spot excepting by casting 

directly, or nearly directly, down stream; and in such a position 

a thoroughly dry fly< floated down 'cocked,' is freqently 

efficacious; but in case it is not taken, the first throw should 

be allowed to float without drag well below the fish, and then 

either be taken off the water in such a direction that the 

returning motion is invisible to the fish, or, if this be 

impossible, the line should be drawn in slowly by hand until the
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fly is well above the fish, and then taken quietly off the water; 

otherwise it will certainly set the trout or grayling down. To 

accomplish this, a good deal more Hne must be let out than is 

required to cover the fish, and, in the act of casting, the hand 

holding the rod must be perceptibly checked so as to pull the fly 

back and land it on the water with slack line behind it; the hand 

is then gradually lowered and the fly allowed to 'drift' without 

drag over the rising place of the fish."

Tiaaro ywtravte in 1886, outline of today's reach ca^

e^on -though i-t-j-snn the ponderous Halford style/" Mott ram, in a

the fish before the gut. When fish are so shy that they fly for

sa^ty even when fine gut falls or passes near them, then the 

downstream attack may win when all others fail."

Then another: "It has also the advantage of turning a

dowstream wind from a hindrance to a help." And, "Downstream

fishing has the further great advantage that the line falls on

the water well away from the fish, whereas in upstream fishing it

must fall near; and this is the chief cause of fish being put

down." Again, "Thick gut may be used, because the fly reaches

the fish before the gut; and this is of advantage when large

fish are being angled for amongst snags and weeds. It is
r

hopeles to cast to such shy fish from below with thick gut, and 

if thin gut is used the likelihood of a break is very great: 2X

? f w r

more modern, direct style, (1923), _ the main advantage of 

downstream. "It is that the fly floats down to
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gut may be used downstream when 4X gut is requred for fishing 

up."

Had I read this book of Mottram (I already had THOUGHTS ON

ANGLING and FLY-FISHING; SOME NEW ARTS AND MYSTERIES) before I

fished the new Trie on the Missouri, I most certainly would have

used 4X (at 51bs.) instead of 6X (at 2.8 lbs.) with a higher

batting average than the one I gave you.(Many of Mottram's and

Halford's advantages can also be claimed for the reach/swing

cast. To perform it, throw the fly about a yard above the fish.

Make sure you "check" the travel of the line before it lands, so

that it falls on the water in large, easy loops. Keep extra

loops of loose line off the reel. Hold the rod tip high and

follow the line down with it until it is almost parallel to the

water's surface at about which time the fly will start to drag.

Time the cast for the fly to be by the trout with or without

drag, or both if one or the other method doesn't work, i wished
sb#ts ¡A h ejtfjQ

I could say it-as weH -aS' Mottram. "In fishing upstream^,line is
/ A

recovered as the fly foats down, whereas when fishing down, line
A

must be given or else the fly will drag."
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Chapter 1: The Midge —  ^

4o
The midge was the first flyAin the new, soft-hackled fly 

imitation seri e^ going back to early March of 1007^ Because it 

was the first, 'JJfp fG b a b fy 'has caught more trout than any of the

other new patterns^not only because it w^i in use longer, but 

because here in Montana, there is so much opportunity to use

-thi-s-; From^November until the aiÆ^-March on most

water, the jnidge is the only surface food available to the trout, 

and the hatch will occur during the warmest part of the day and 

with a hot sun shining down on the water.

On the Big Horn it is the major hatch through May. Even after that

time, however, the midge continues to appear on rivers and spring

creeks^,usually late in the day when the sun has gone off the

water and the temperatures start drop^ing-r One way to know trout

are feeding on midges(even when you can't see what they're

feeding on)is when the fly which has been working f r'—yott- for 
j ., ,  ̂ . Me/i/
hours suddenly stops being effective, ^et trolit continue to rise. 

Chances are^if you put on one of these midges you will start 

taking fish again.

The design of the soft-hackled Midge was based on the 

Griffith's Gnat, wh-ich were the invention of George Griffith, the 

^0und6'" of Trout Unlimited. The fly design*is simple. Peacock^
A.

herl body with coclQirizzly hackle, palmered from back to front.

No tail. It is a dry fly and floats quite well spooiaH-y when i-t— 

tied with a good quality cock hackle. The fly is fished 4r^m ¿v* 

size; 16 to perhaps- cr~tifty24p and can be very effective most of



*

the time, as an imitation of the individual insect or of the 

mating clump. It was the model for"m/ midge, as were other well-— 

known and successful dry flies models for othoPof the new soft- 

hackled fly imitations.

In a section on Chironomids in A DICTIONARY OF TROUT FLIES

by A. Courtney Williams, there is a similar pattern to the 7) . „ *
........ ...........  ............ .... ........ t* >

Griffith's Gn^t^. j^dy: Sisal fibre, or a strand from a swan's 

feather, dyed emerald green. Legs: A cut grey-haired Plymouth 

Rock cock hackle tied in at the tail and palmered up the body as 

a hackle. Wings: Light grey cock hackle points. The swan's 

fibre or barb would be quite fleshy or meaty much like the 

peacock herl on the Griffith's Gnat. And what about the Plymouth 

Rock cock hackle tied palmered? It sounds like the Griffith's 

Gnat to me but without the wings. I doubt that this is where Mr.

Griffith stumbled on to his famous pattern, but it makes no 

difference, because through his famous fly, rdesigned mine, and 

it has been outstanding.

Here is the dressing for the soft-hackled midge:

Size: 16 Sproat, fairly light wire.

Tying thread: Danville Olive

Body: Peacock herl tied a bit fat, beginning at a point 

between the point of the hook and the barb.

Hackle: Two turns of a small gray partridge hackle/found 

just behind the orange head of the birdft It is desirable to
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obtain the whole skin of the Hungarian Partridge including as 

much of the neck and head of the bird as possible to obtain a good 

supply of these small hackles. The hackle should be

the same hackle can be used for smaller sizes without hurting the 

taking quality of the fly.

I have settled on a size 16 hook for this fly in general

use, even though individual chironomids can be several sizes

smal length an.this-. It is one of the prime axamp-Tes ;of these new

flies;wh i c t e &  you^get away with a 1 argej^a^-iif e^mitation.

Many fly fishermen insist on tying any midge pattern on very

small hooks. In my experience^and from the experiences of many

of my friends who have fished the soft-cackled midge, the size 16

works as well as a 22^50 why sacrifice the bite and power of the 
•t IP/<*.

larger hook. Qfte-March ^  1989, on the Yellowstone in Livingston^some 

large whitefish took a size 14 on a dropper while tli&y ignoreii^ 

the standard size 16 on the tail. Some individual midges are

hook, so why even try' Also, it is virtually impossible to 

determine whether the trout is taking this fly for an individual

*----TOreis although clumps seem to be more prevalent during the early

part of the year. In February and March I have watched hundreds 

of them coming down the lower Madison in the area known as the

Bear Trap. They can be^floating ri-gfet. next to large chunks of

approximately 3/8 ©f air'indi across for a size 16 dressing, but

mere specks which can't be|realistically)imitated on any size

insect or for the mating clump/unless there is only one

T1___  , , .
lce\ fh'erc can bo several midges in the clump. Jje  torns'this 

way and that. One or two midgesA fly out of the clump^soon to be
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replaced by others whieh fly into it. It's the lucky insect 

% -c*r m iu  "
whic-h- has just flown 35% when a trout has decided to take it.

A

The take of the clump and of individual insects is slow and easy, 

usually in an eddy where there— i-s barely any current at all. The

rises are just barely discernible at times, resembling tiny rain 
>/

drops. The trout do not like to expend too much energy at this

inches of water, right up against the bank, trout backs sticking 

out of the water.

That via«*what I saw the first time I fished the ackled

water of the Madison River. The exact spot was above Raynolds 

Pass bridge^jemd getting down to the river was quite a chore

river at this time of the year is low, c o l ^ n d  very clear. The 

area here is fished quite heavily by Idahoans who drive north on a 

warm Chinook day, trying to allevitate their cabin fever, as we, 

living here in Montana, drive south to the river, trying to 

alleviate ours.

Upstream some distance from the bridge I found a smalL, 

shallow, sloW^oving channel which was alive with the rain drops.* 

Now and then I could see a we'K, stocky trout nose stick out and 

take a chironomid clump or in/divudal midge. I thought these 

were the slowest, laziest trout rises I had ever seen. I 

greased the soffc~h|ickled midge and started fishing upstream for

time of year^and I have seen these rain drops in three aftd four
. , . " Q u  s L , "h»
inches of water, right up anpiinst the bank, trout backs stickin»

jnidge in early March^p^ 1987  ̂on the catch-and-releasej^frophy

because of the amountt



the few trout who wore- feeding in the tail of the channel^
p iro Sid  ^

"thinkiny Lliak if the new midge'y/ari’ successful, I would just work 

my way up through the fish feeding in the channel. I was excited 

by the prospect of fishing f t new fly which might fish as well as 

or better than the famous Griffith's Gnat.

On the second or third cast there was a crinkle under the 

fly. Was that a rise? It sure was. The fish rose confidently 

and surely to my new, soft-hackled midge. I tightened and I had 

him, a rainbow of 14 or 15 inches. But now, to see if it would 

happen again. I released the trout and went after the next one 

higher up in the channel and a little over to the right side, in 

just 6 or 8 inches of water, rising steadily. He too, couldn't 

resist and took the new midge without hesitation or doubt. I 

felt victorious. In the next half hour, I rose and landed 9 or 

10 browns and rainbows in the channel, and even though they did 

not fight like strong, summer fish, I thought this was quite a 

momentous day for soft hackles.

One of the major objectives of this book is to find
-hrric-' -

alternatives to^proved^dnf-fly patterns and methods wh+eh are 

easier to tie and easier to fish. The soft-hackled midge, like 

most sof(tSuckled fly imitations, continues to work even after it 

is well wetted and does not require thorough drying out or
. ' T

regreasing. You might ask^then*, how do you know if and when a 

trout has taken your fly? At the beginning, the fly can be 

fished exactly like a dry fly. You see the rise and set the 

hook. An immediate advantage with the soft hackle will be bet-
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ter, surer hooking because of the ranker nature of the fly's

design. Later, as the fly absorbs more moisture, it will drop

further into the surface film, at which time I look for the

signal of the take at the end of the line, which is usually white

when I'm fishing the midge. One could fish a tiny indicator the

whole time and concentrate on it at all times. I find it a bit

more exciting to see the fly being taken than for the line to

signal the strike, but I have found that I cant watch both.

Which to watch is usually determined by light conditions and or
djLcpih.

water conditions or how wet and how far Submerged yojjrf fly is. 

Fishing the sof]i*‘J)6ckled midge, however, I probably concentrate 

more on the end of the line than on the fly itself because, as I 

have already pointed out, the rise to the natural is so indis

tinct and undefined. Watching the line^is not that bad 

particularly when it starts to move slowly but visibly upstream. 

That is the surest sign a trout has taker^etf. Another is the 

line stopping or just sitting there,seeming to be doing nothing. 

Intuition pays off, too. And whenever you feel something is not 

right with the flow of the line, leader and fly, just tighten. 

Often times you will be surprised that a trout has the so f& D  
hackled midge in his mouth.

The success of the sof^jwckle midge has also been noted by 

some of my friends who have tested the pattern not only here in 

Montana, but in other western states as well. In August pf^1988, 

for example, Buddy Drake, an aquatic biologist here in Bozeman, 

was fishing a high altitude spring creek in Colorado. Being
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vofc*'
private, the creek has many large brown trout over 25 inches. 

Buddy told me there was no hatch showing during the entire day he 

fished the creek, so he and his friends resorted to big streamers 

fished deep, although they would rather have fished for those 

beautiful browns with smaller surface imitations.

Towards evening, niidges appeared in large numbers causing 

the big browns to start feeding on the surface. Buddy pulled out 

a single sofjQackle midge I had given him earlier in l&lBozeman

twenty inches plus straightened the tiny midge. Buddy bent it 

back into shape. He caught another which straightened it. Buddy 

bent it back into shape again. He did this several times before 

the hook finally broke.

Another similar story but on the Big Horn here in Montana 

comes from Jim Criner, owner of Bud Lilly's in West Yellowstone. 

We had met in Polly's restaurant in Fort Smith where we were 

having breakfast. This was on April 18, 1989. For whatever 

reason, I gave him just one copy of the midge and he left with 

his cronies to put in at three mile access. Sometime later heJp ^
told me he took 19 browns out of just one or two pods with the 

fly, fishing it downstream on the swing. He, too, had to reshape 

the wire many times after it was pulled straight by those tough 

Big Horn browns, until it broke on number 20.

That fly was tied on a British hook called Perfect Fine 16, 

sold by Tom Widmar when he was running Derbyshire Rodbuilders in

started fishing it. The first brown of
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St. Louis, before he started publishing Fishing Heritage,.

I tied the midge on that hook the previous evening, April 17, 

in a motel room I was sharing with Tom Clark, rod collector from 

Michigan, after a mystifying and frustrating day on the river 

with him and George Kelly, our guide.

Using the midge tied on a shorter, stouter, heavier 

16, I could not interest a single Bighorn fish in the fly at 

all. Yet, midges were out and trout were feeding non-stop. Tom
[¿U S®-

and George, who fras, asked to fish along with us, caught a 

respectible number of them on the Griffith's Gnat, but my new 

midge went unnoticed time after time over midge feeding trout.

That evening in the motel I tied the fly on the perfect fine 

16, at least 20 percent longer in the shank, and of course, much 

lighter and weaker than the previous hook. By comparison to some 

hooks, the perfect fine could almost pass for a 14. For some 

unknown reason, I also changed the leader, from a 12 foot made up 

Maxima with 3 pound tippet to a 12 foot, 6X Dai Riki, rated at 

2.8 pounds.

The next morning, Wedrisday, after breakfast when I gave 

Criner one of the new midges, we put in again at three 

mile access, and drifted a half mile or so without fishing. It 

was warm, with a hazy sun, different from yesterday when the sun 

was very bright. We came to a place where the river broadened 

considerably. George pulled towards the right bank where a large
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arc of hal/^bbmerged rocks created a good^ized, sldvyioving

pool. There were several streams of water coming out of the arc,

all of which were occupied by many trout feeding on midges.

George and Tom motioned for me to take the middle one. I started

at the bottom fishing upstream. On my first cast to the closest

riser, the line stopped, then shot forward and I had a fish on.

Then I took another 12 browns in some of the fastest, most

exciting fishing I've ever had. There were times when I lost

sight of the fly and the end of the white fly line, but yet, when

I tightened, there was another brown on. I noticed another nice

thing. I was getting into the habit/of straightening the leader

immediately after the cast to telegraphing ©#■ the-©nd ■

6^ the white.line. It seemed every time I didyiittis, another

trout would take tfie„midge right after the line straightened.
'>

They must have seen the fly being jerked. Did that goad them 

into taking the fly once it started its natural dragcJ^ee drift 

downstream? I think so, because that little trick has worked 

during other midge hatches on other rivers- a 'a"

after a dozen Bighorn browns, I had enough. I 

motioned to Tom who was fishing another stream lower down in the 

river to come up and take my place. He was fishing one of his 

beloved bamboo rods, a 7 -and 1/2 foot Dickerson, with one of the new 

perfect fine 16 midges and an orange indicator tied into the 

leader about three feet from the fly. I felt the indicator was 

too close to the fly, but soon after he started fishing, he was 

into brown after brown. Even from the bank some distance from 

him, I could see the orange indicator stop in mid current, or
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dash upstream, pulled by another fine Bighorn brown trout.

What^happened? Why did the midge tied on one hook and 

fished on one leader work on a day with a hazy sun when the other 

tied on another hook and fished on a different leader on a day 

with a bright sun wouldn't? I can't answer that questiory^ 

_^rs~H4-ve.1.y . but I do know that I will be prepared to change 

hooks,, and leaders if yCever happens? that some way again. If
S ' UJ&u I ci " J o

there is a lesson here, it might be ttrafc-we-should not change fly 

patterns as frequently as we're prone to do, but ,to' change 

leaders^ and /£tftie our favorite patterns bigger or smaller 

and on different wire sizes.

The midges were still the primary hatch on the Bighorn two

weeks later, when I returned to the river with Jack Weiss, a

neighbor, who has tested many of the new sof|0 ackled fly

imitations, and who has already caught hundreds of trout on this

pattern. We were guided by Victor Colvard, much in demand during

the regular season on that river. On this trip, it was Jack who

couldn't keep the Bighorn browns off his hook. And I'm merely

recounting this story so the reader will know the sof£5 ackled

judge works just as well, (or better at times), on the swing,

which Jack likes to do immensely. And what a great method this
. j
is'. Just reach the trout with the fly and there's a good chance 

he will take it. I don't know about your skill upstream, but I 

cannot fish a fly upstream as far as I can across or down. In 

other words, I can cast further than I can see (which you must be



able to do to set the hook upstream). On the swing, the trout 

generally hooks himself with a little tightening from the angler. 

This, as I pointed out in the introduction, is one of the obvious 

advantages of fishing this fly and other sof^^bckled fly imitations.

There is quite an interesting history connected to the soft0
«is* ^

hackle midge. I have pointed out it is not a new fly*^?pnly the 

use of it in small sizes, as a midge, might be newCJbut I have 

tied it and fished it for quite a few years as a general soft© 

hackl^t even though the fly was not listed in THE SOFT HACKLED 

FLY, or THE SOFT HACKLED FLY ADDICT. Nor can I find it in 

angling literature from the north of England. So, It must be an
b . . t u r
American invention, -wbiefi came down to present use through the 

Gray Hackle Peacock, which was tied with the peacock herl body 

and a grizzly hackle, cock or hen. Donald Du Bois1 book, THE 

FISHERMAN'S HANDBOOK OF TROUT FLIES*lists other similar hackled 

flies, Gray Hackle Purple, Gray Hackle red, etc., the hackle 

remaining the same, but with the body changing, according to the 

whim of the tyer. Some patterns had orange and red tags and gold 

ribbing. These were all old, famous wet flies. Dan Bailey's 

shop in Livingston used to sell them by the jillions, John Bailey 

told me.
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Chapter 2‘. MOTHER'S DAY CADDIS ' • ¿Vc ¿v. J L a^ .

I Cm j I

When I showed the Mother's Day C a d d i s or the first TimeSto 

Tedd Ward^associate in^his meager book, he said, "But/"you're, ^ )  

violating the sofj£$ackled fly principle." It's trueTit doesn't 

look like the traditional soft hackle# the difference being that

all of the partridge hackle rests on the top of the hook instead of
. f \

radiating from it at the head of the fly. I acquiesce^ My ^nly

defense is that the fly is made from traditional soft^hckled fly

materials; partridge, peacock herl and mole fur, which we have

already seen in the Jron tilue nymph in the first book. But what
It'5 ff ■

a fly when caddis arexabout and fish can be seen feeding on 

them! I call it the fun fly of the whole new series. Anyone 

can fish it^experienced or beginner^— in any direction._up-
* 3

stream and down^_wet or dry. Everyone who has seen a sample of 

this fly says, "I like it."

The Mother's Day Caddis takes its name from the Mother's Day 

Hatch on the Yellowstone River, outside of the park. It occurs 

during the second or third week of May, Mother's Day coming on 

the third synday of the month. The hatch is critically keyed to 

the run-off.which, if it comes early, can wipe out the fishing 

of the hatch or restrict it to just one or two days. In 

1988, the first year I fished it, I fished the caddis hatch three 

days. Last year, 1989, I had two days, the run-off beginning on the 

afternoon of the second day. There might be a biological 

or physiological connection between the hatch and the run-off, 

although I am not sufficent trained to verify this.
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ylÂ  j

The hatch is monstrous. I have never seen anything like it. 

If it came later in the year when the area around Livingston is 

filled with non-resident anglers, the hatch would be famous world 

wide. An article about the hatch was written by my friend,

Buddy Drake in the September, 1987 issue of FLY FISHERMAN. He 

labelled the insect as belonging to the family Brachycentridae 

and there is a photo of one of his friends standing knee deep in 

insects and holding up a handful of them, perhaps several hundred 

live, wriggling creatures from just one scoop.

l y
198^) during my first trip I stopped the car on a bridge

and looked upstream to see perhaps 80 or 90 rising trout and
bjLj,cuv~ avJL Ud*

whitefish. After I s4#ted fishing^ there were times when the
rtft*f‘

caddis came down the river in a carpet-.1 to 2 inches thick, 8 to
A*

10 feet across and 15 to 20 feet long. When- these came downjthe 
cuk>«w| a

fish stopped feeding because they couldn't see daylight! A

typical floating carpet must havejjartf a million jinsect^Inr

During that first day, I fished traditional soft hackles 

iike-theVPartridge and Green, the March Brown Spider and the
V—  V auiy K

Pheasant Taiywith^ average success. And I fished dee£)and elfc(9 

hair caddis' on the surface with not mueh^bottor results.

•Wrtfi so many bo4ios-on the surface! it was difficult to know when 

to strike. You could never tell when your fly was being taken.

I was experiencing the same frustration Buddy wrote about, "For 

some anglers the Mother's Day hatch is extremely frustrating.
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They simply become overwhelmed by the number of insects on the 

water, but they cannot see their floating fly or catch fish."

I

i little light left when I got back to the car

atch, -back.., at the end of that first day in 1988. Caddis were 

all over the car^ including the larg^windov^ t  the bac-k. When I 

raised it, J ^vns n ^ i1 the under sides of 30 or 40

caddis, stuck to the window. I looked closer. I saw the 

protruding ends of the folded wings; the fat, juicy, segmented 

bodies; and the prominent heads. The bodies^leaked brownish 

green with a little irredescence.wbieb made me think immediately 

of peacock herl. I drove the 30 miles back to Bozeman^thinking

of this new fly with a reac^Hjrade nam^g>a4thottgh^~before I sat~ 

down at my vice, I didn't know I was going to violate the soft(p} 

hackled fly principle by raising all of the barbs of the 

partridge hackle above the body of the fly and binding them down 

as a wing. But^/That's what I dicjC^H here is the formal dressing 

of the Mother's Day Caddis, f

- r >

Sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18 

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Peacock herl.

Rib: Yellow silk. (I fish the fly with and without the

rib.)
s

Hackle: Gray or brown partridge hackle. (Depend on the 

~color of the/wing^of the natural caddis^)or dyed gray or^&ttToe-*^
ri^

color to match.) -The hackle Is wound around the front of the 

hook two or three times. Thenr-tffth
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- THon i./ith-±in.imh ?nrj f rrftf i ng^r spread
s ' "\

over the s h a n k , l i f t  all of thejjarbs ef-̂ fehe cartridge) up and
i ha ---— ^ — -^

above the hook, bindA them down with the tying thread.

Head: Natural mole fur'w dyed to dark gray^dubbed on

tying thread and wrapped quite thickly in front ofA wing.
t  . . »W <t. pi
(The various parts of this fly coul-d~ be changed to match

either lighter or darker naturals. In tying 16rs^and 18rsT^

you111 need the very small hackles which come from the back of

th^nedgTjpfriUTC'{partridge^ fr- lliirfir jt^i^the profile of the fly

whidr^makes it so effective,)wnietpmc

i f

lUe-neAlTfay I left earl^£or the Yellowstone,graying”

-the-way the hatch would last just one more daŷ -ané'̂ 'also that—___ Us*aS~

the run-off would stay- away at least another day. From the 
C ^ y j "ttwCt I s t i lt  tnf/vM+ic*-

bridge, I could scê  my praycra-werc anoworodv ( Fish were rising 

clear up to the head of the riffle, some few hundred feet 

upstream. The river was low, ¿md-clear. I walked up on the left
7 f u r

side of the river this time thinking I might escape some of the

• P

:ish I hont nn-trnn intiwhitefish T kopt, grfrftng inlo yesterday^ aed-1 m l  
the head of the riff le,/past-tm

almost to-

from crowde

ree or four fishermen^, Gît was far 

I settled for 75 yards of the river ̂fee-

includlngP the inside of a big bend where I could see many 

fish rising just this side of the main current. There was a 

downstream wind add^ysome splash to the rises. I greased the 

new, s i z ^ 4  Mother's Day Caddis and started fishing up to the, 

closest fish and took a fiesty 11 or 12 inch rainbow^^hanlc GodT*
firn

$
it was not a WhiteyA Maybe it was a trout pod. Then I caught
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another three or four rainbows, 

whoro 4-~ rtanaing tM

the closest oneypfro 'me— - 

The fly was

workin^<twj1^ow^it---se«ff^there-we* nothinĝ Ir«ft-but fthefish

further out in the current^ bat* when I tried to reach them in an
c*-~

upstream cast, I couldn't quite do it. From it.t.+p iiKunr-s? !</

the Yellowstone fee^s-eftir^pBetiGy at this time of ye an »^ 0̂  Ly A/̂  T ^ -

Maybe <*£% the wide, exposed, banks^trock-and-gravel\with that ia
yrt— — ' ] i lr h ^  &3bu^ h«~ .

+¿441©-ribbon of water running U+ruuijh them. But when you get 
, / /v <*
W jp o

-€-1-6-5 e that little ribbon of water, you see-the river tias.
S^fL s/i£>k*L*Q/-/- A

speed, deptl^Hach volum^ aadr±hey deman^respect.

/ o
I moved above the fish thinking-I might go at them with a

downstream, reach cast- The line, fly and leader sailed past the
•fcr£o

feeding trout and just before the line was fully extended. I jerked the/V /v r

rod back. The fly fell three feet in front of eae—ef the 

rainbow^and when it reached him, he jumped on it. vV

a combination reach-and-swing cast / which you 

indispensible^feF you begin fishing these new imitations. It 

starts out as a reach casVraffif- the first part of 44 presents the,%+ĴaJS3& > ̂  jlticr

fly drag-free. When the current tras- pull'll out all V T h e  line
co-^C

and leader, vtTFiê  will begin to swing towards your bank, the fly

following. Unlike drag in an upstream d m ^ l y  cast, the fly in a 

downstream swin^^ast angles only slightly toward the banlo■aftth""
tit

if you let out line, will drag hardly at all.
P  A

This system really started to work on the trout.and before
o s / $ “

long I had eight of them from that one spot$ and took several 
Qv JL 4,

more before Lcla^was over. I never had a fish over 13 or 14
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inches, but these rainbows were full of spunk, leaping wildly and 

pulling like fish much than they were.

After thejiatch was over that first year, I carried the 
A

Mother's Day Caddis with me where ever I went. I didn't fhcwe-4re—

wait long to use it. A week or so later, I drove by Dave________

Kumlien's Orvis shop on Main street^/and there on the sign of the 

little shopping center where his store is located was the message 

for the whole town to see, "MOTHER'S DAY CADDIS HATCH ON AT THE 

BEAR TRAP."

Two Mother's Day Caddis Hatches? Yes, as Dave explained to 

m ^ T a t w  they are both called by the same name, although the one 

on the Yellowstone is usually over by Mother's day<pwhen the one 

on the Madison might just be getting started. He also thought it 

was of the same family.

I like this part of the Madison. It's quite broad, but not 

very deep. There are some large boulders, islands, and smaller 

rock formations wh+eb create some interesting streams within the
/h" 'TV8-'

stream. I have already noted in the previous chapter, y t can be 

fished very early, and it offers major hatches throughout the 

year, not only in^eaddis, but in^Mciyflies and ¿sioneflies as 

well. The river can absorb many, many anglers because of its 

size, so it never looks crowded, and didnt the next day when^T“^.— • 

-wont over there armed with my new Mother's Day Caddis^ ^Getting 

there from Bozeman is also one of the most beautiful drives in 

the state.

■ t p
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The sign was right. When I got-c-k>SQ to the river, I could

see trout rising everywhere, although not in the quantity -ef-rne 

Yellowstone. Nor did I see the gigantic rafts or "carpets" of 

caddis I saw earlier on that river.

I didn't rtyrn hnth ™  £crf i  shupstrea^ljitt went out from the 

bank 40 or 50 feet and started fishing with that downstream,

reach-swing method I started on the Yellowstone. I saw a trout

stick his head out of the water to %i!|^igh|<«»fHftet anch&ist to 
1U c * JT  0 / A

him, throwing^ little wide so that the Mother's Day Caddis would 

swing in front of him. He took it. Then another one a little 

further down. And^one \a  towards the bank. All small rainbows, 

but what fun.

Now, as I write this, I have fished the Mother's d_ay Caddis 

for two _£u-tt7years. It has proved effective everywhere there is

/Cciddis, testers^havo corroboratHi. I have taken it

^down- to size 18 for the micr^^addis hatches on the Henry's Fork.
^  : n J r

It was on that river during Junexcrf 1989, I introduced Hugh
Z y A

Hasselman, a New Zealander, to the fly and gave him a few to t r ^  

This last Christmas we received a greeting card from him, 

part of which I quote. "It's a lush green world here just now. 

We've had a very mild, warm spring. I've just spent a couple of 

hours this evening fishing the spinner fall and^Caddis W^tch on 

the Matawan tjver which is just five minutes drive from here. 

Actually W ,  your Mother's Day Caddis is effective on the swing
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here, too. Last week I had an Enqlishman staying with me to try 

some fishing. The first evening I took him out, he wasn't having 

much luck until I gave him that fly. He mainly fished on big 

ponds in England and was thrilled with the rivers here."

If you take one of several channels of the Madison River

downstream from Varney bridge you will come to the pool where 

the most dramatic fishing happened to me using the Mother's Day 

Caddis. It was the last three hours of an evening in Jun^01989. 

I worked my way down^fishing rises here and there, without really 

catching anything big or seeing many fish rising to caddis. I 

arrived at the pool just as it was getting dark. It was the 

magic hour because the trout were going a little crazy in the 

pool, and I could reach most of them from my side of the river. 

There was a high bank close behind me which prohibited upstream, 

or even straigh^cros^treair^casting. It seemed like an ideal 

place for the reach-swing and that's what I tried. I took one or 

two rainbows of medium size on a size 14 mother's day caddis and 

then a little further down^along the line between the choppy
t

chutes and the quiet water, I saw a good fish rise. It was

difficult to pinpoint jjii^because of the failing light and
"

because the water seemed to be going ever^^iCjHjvyay around 

him. He rose again, a heavy, splashy rise showing his total 

displacement. Now I new the spot and threw the mother's day 

caddis into the chutes above him. For a moment I didn't know 

where the fly was, but I didn't need to know because he found it. 

I landed him in about 6 minutes, a brown^eyeballed at about 18 

inches and quickly released.

8



Chapter 3. PALE MORNING DUN T A X j j

The Pale Morning Dun was the first mayfly developed in the 

new sof^-fjlickled fly imitation series. Because it was so 

successful on its first outing on the Bighorn, it became the model#^ 4  

all Qf- the other mayfly patterns, which, of course, are tied 

bigger or smaller and with different colored hackles and body 

materials^) The Pale Morning Dun is probably the most important

mayfly in Montana and Idaho. It certainly is the most 

wide spread and longest lasting fly on many rivers and spring /  

creeks. The most famous places for the hatch are/e^mfcrf^/the 

Bighorn River where it starts about July 10 and continues until 

the first couple weeks in September; the cluster of spring 

creeks on the Yellowstone where it starts about June 10 and lasts 

until around the first of Septembeyand the Henry's Fork where it 

can be found by the first week in June all the way through 

August.

It was on the Bighorn during^^gustylO, 17-antl.10 oP 1988— \) a i iu m  ui' iy88^^

that Herb Myer and myself worked out the ^sof^-^ckled Pale 

Morning Dun. We had met earlier that year on the Henry's Fork^ 

<̂ W|Sfen-T I reca m  he had^used a sof^nackled type of jyle morning 

^un, (the only one he had) which he said he had on his leader for 

two days, never once losing it or having it break off, and durinq

which time, he caught more than 100 troutffin i-fr? Sofhis heart 

was in a good place to be testing a new sof^^^ickled fly pattern.

As a kind of controljjor knowing at least what everyone else

1



was doing^we fished the entire first day/^HC 1gfh/between the 

dam and three mile access with a sparkle dry fly which is 

probably the most popular fly used today during the hatch of the 

jDalejnorning d^n. The fly had a sparkle, pol^^ail, yellow- 

orange dubbing^and deer hair wing tied well - back from the eye, 

with more dubbing in front of the wing, even crowding the eye of 

the hook. The thoracic postion of the wing was suggested by 

Vince Marinaro in MODERN DRY FLY CODE, (I don't know if he was 

first) and I think one of the milestone observations in

modern fly fishing. In Halford's dry fly imitations of mayflies, 

the wings and hackles were placed too close to the front of the 

flies. That style of tying was copied over and over in England 

and later in America. Even my hero, T. E. Pritt,tied his garni 

bird hackles too close to the front of the fly intended to
-U U — v ______ __— *----

represent a mayfly. General^ soft hackles always worked better for me 

when caddis were on the water, but not as well when I was fishing 

soft hackles during mayfly hatches. The position of the wings

on mayflies and caddisflies is probably the

■the most obvious difference between the two(familiesJpf insects. 

It will be the most noticeable difference between old, genera^) 

use soft hackles such as the partridge and orange and this new, 

spec if i^Qse mayfly pattern, the pale morning dun.

F M u JLi)

I cannot complain about the effectiveness of the sparkle _dun 

on that first day. I probably caught more than 20 browns while 

Herb took even more. The hatch on that river is quite 

phenomenal. It starts soon after 11 a.m., although it can come

2
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earlier on days that will turn hot<£tn tcmpcrattn^ The hatch
V A > t

will last until about 6 p.m., so every angler wil-lr havo a longy
îv

"feiae-to figure out what he might be doing wrong. At the height ; <
't k j-  citscl/£(jz_

of the hatch one can actually hear the trout feeding^sort of~likc ■
)i

plunk.. .plonk.. .plunk.. .plonk_^* a round metallic sound, which I
A -— ._

have never heard before. ^  u

The next morning on a table outside of Herb's trailer I tied 

the new, softfcjaackled pale morning dun. I had looked at a lot of

— the« naturals GlojSfettp the previous day and saw a "clean!! del icate 

fly with yellowy orange body, definite rib markings.and larger 

than average wings set well back over a humped, clearly visible 

thorax. The wings appeared pale yellow, but with a pale green 

sheen on the leading edge of the wings. The fly looked to be 

about an average size 14.

Here is the dressing for the fly.

Size: 12, 14, 16, fairly light wire.

Tying thread: Danville 6/0 Orange.

Tail: Natural, silvery sparkle yarn, thin and cut short. 

Body: Pale, yellowy/orange dyed rabbit or similar, fine 

synthetic dubbing tapered slightly to just past the center of the 

hook. Not too hairy.

Hackle: Three or four turns of a small feather from a hen

d B

a

m
t u M ^ v v ^

neck, which, in England is called white with rusty edge. A c r e a K ^ Y ^  

or ginge(^p))lored hen hackle can also be usesL— YFor quite a few 

years, I had been buying hen necks frofii Veniards England, only

?



rarely using a feather for some sof^^ackled fly or another. The

necks are very inexpensive and cprtfe in t M  white with rusty

edge, ginger, white, various shades of brown, black, dun and

furnace, badger and grizzly. Many of the necks look 4ike screw

-tip'sv They are not pure in color and many of them are flecked

with black smudges. The centers of the whit^-yatn*-pust^)

edge feathers are more, yellow or cream than whit^g and ihe "rusty

edge" is k-ind or a gold color which- givesAa definite two-tone
l>£ev

look to tho haek4-e after it ̂ y^wound^w Jkr the hook. The rusting, 

apparently, is caused by the sun according to Roger Woolley in 

his MODERN TROUT FLY DRESSING. There are a lot f f  small but 

short hackles on thase necks whiel can take the tyer all the way 

down to a^O, with three or four wraps. Both Metz and Hoffman 

hen necks or sets are available from fly shops in ginger, 

white/cream and barred ginger.)

Head: Same dubbing as for body to the eye.

I tied 8 of these flies on 12's and 141s, gave half of them 

to Herb and we left for the river. We floated down from the dam 

to the same spot where we fished the day before, and anchored the 

raft in knee deep water. About 1J, they started, slowly at

first, then becoming full blown in haft an hour. I heard the 
a * A *1

trout again/Xplunk...plonk...plunk...plonl-g? The rises were
•piWv»

visible clear across the river. I picked one out just 20 feet 
A

from me and watched a nice brown rise there three or four times 

in a row. He was upstream a little and towards the center of the 

river^— an ideal dry flv cast if you ever saw one. I cast the
A  "



pgffgggRf. There was a commotion at the fly. I saw the trout

come up, then refuse my new offering. I tried him again and the
heM.__

same thing happened. I thought I created a monster. "I had two
A

refusals," I yelled to Herb.

"Refusals don't mean anything," he yelled back.

I tried another fish. No refusal this time, but a solid 

take. "I've got one." I yelled.

"One fish doesn't mean a successful fly." he yelled. And 

now he had one, too. The fly began to work for both of us and we 

probably caught 80 fish between us. The size 12 in that 

particular hook seemed to work better than the size 14. I will 

admit that most of my fish were caught with the fly in a dra(j5P  

free mode. And the most takes occurred when I was fishing with a 

4(Oegree downstream reach cast. There were times, however, when 

I pulled the fly from the trout and they pounced on it anyway.

During the whole tfim»? there were many imperfect, knockdown 

pale morning duns on the water along with a large number of 

spinners. Herb felt the new soft hackle looked more like the 

spinners than the new duns. Perhaps the following description of 

pale morning dun emergence in MAYFLIES, THE ANGLER AND THE TROUT 

by Fred L. Arbonna, Jr., might help ̂ Jaiexplain the success of the

sof ckle pale morning dun on the Big Horn. "Because
O  S ' tr

Ephemerella duns take a noticeably long time to raise their 

wings to the upright position, the folded-winged duns are very
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vulnerable on the sufrace. Even when a hatch is at its height, 

an 'emerging-dun1 imitation, fished just like a dry fly, remains

the most effective method for^pa^ching trout." Substitute the

when a hfltrh i<; at i±.g— height-,- a-sef-t-toek-l-e-'imitation, fishod— * 

Just l ik e  a drv f,Lv— nf Tpr -Hym 

catching tm n t ji-----

The mitation could be taken

for spinners after the regular, daytime hatch is over. This

armed with somq/ pale morninq durT soft^ickle^I had made for him 
I ^  ^  yz?--- ■--- L

earlier. It was almost dark when they started fishing, each man 

choosing his particular piece of water. If you have fished the 

Henry's Fork, you must know that sometimes just a few feet can 

separate good water from^acT. Dave got the & & & and saw three 

Henry's Fork respectible rainbows feeding in his lane. He took

I am not able to sort out the information I get from the 

"hatch" books on the difference between the inermis and

fishing on DePuy's spring creek with Dan Tubbs and Mike Langford 

when either the inermis or the infrequens appeared at around noon

words soft hackle

happened on the Henry's F o r k J u n e 989, when Dave Hall and

Frank Bell fished a famous secticm of that river. Dave Hall was

one, then anothei^and finally the third with the pale morning •**~*J i *^ 
sof^ifeckleO while Frank didn't even have a single fish to cast 

to.

irifreguens ̂ ale morning duns.
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in the area known as the Blue gate. (The spring creek management 

lists the fly as infrequens.) It was a little smaller than the 

ssppesed- same fly on the Bighorn with the same delicate, pale 

yellow wing and the darker leading edge leaning towards green, 

but with a body of pale olive green. Using the Blue ¿ate picnic
_Jbs

table, I quickly tied a couple of ¿ale morning duns on size 16 

hooks, substituting Spectrum number 3, a pale olive yellow dub- 

bing for the yellowy orange dubbing^but u&ed/the same hackle 

I used on the Bighorn. Mike caught a couple of fish immediately 

with the new.pale morning dun, then lost it in the mouth of quite 

a large fish. I continued to fish mine until the hatch was over 

aroTOd five o'clock, catching and releasing several browns and 

rainbows.

The discovery of the whitef^itlf-hust^sdge hackle for thev-x

pale morning dun^^Kj^rffrttiA.was an important fly tying find. And 

I have incorporated the same feather in a rusty spinner pattern 

elsewhere in this book.

Like the sofi^ackle midge, the pale morning dun/soft-hackled Vw- ^  ^ --- —
. |

can be fished welT-wetted and still remain effective. It,can _ *\jT v --

-al-s-e be fished successfully in the reach-swing cast method 

described in the last chapter on the mother's day caddis. Dry or 

wet, this fly and other new, so|1>j)ackle^may fly patterns do a 

pretty good job of imitating the insect on its way up as a nymph<F #

and a dun in emergence; and on l̂ re way down as a spinner in egg 

laying and dying.
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QChapter 4: BAETIS AND THE BLUE-WINGED OLIVE ' RjfejrvU»

I used to wonder why T.E. Pritt^ Edmonds.,and Lee^nd other 

earlier fl^yishinq writers included more than one artificial to 

imitate a certain species of trout flies. Pritt had five March 

__browns^ four _iron _blue c[uns and two sets of two each to imitate 

other insects. Edmonds and Lee. too, listed two flies each to 

represent three different insects. Halford^j\ in his first boofŷ s 

FLOATING FLIES AND HOW TO DRESS THEI^f really covered the bases 

for a Baetis fly with 7 patterns. They were the rough olive, India- 

rubber olive, detached olive, dark olive quill, pale olive quill̂ , 

and gale olive dun. Except for the detached olive^ the patterns 

look pretty much alike«, and it would have to be a very smart

trout, indeed, vrirrcti could choose one from the other^ Halford

wasn't too sure about an imitation for the iron blue dun either

because for that insect he listed five artificial patterns, one

of which^hptdY'the October tint of iron blue." In later books^
------------------------------------------ --------------------

r^  ThcAsthe father of modern dry fly fishing^reduced the number of 

artificialsotfrastically.

Well, now, after trying to design a new, solfttbAckle fly or 

finding old patterns w h i c h g o o d ,  wet/dry imitations of the 

Baetis^ I know why those writers^and. I'm sure many others^ 

included more than one artificial to imitate a certain insect —  

because in this chapter I have four. And that may not be enough.

Before I show you these four patterns, I would like to tr>u. 

to describe the insects we're imitating in this chapter. Rfe-ok

1



■this^is necessary because of the confusion over Baetis and blue

winged olive. Here in Montana, all the Mayflies with olive 

bodies and leaden, gray, dun wings are called BaetiS) including 

the blue-winged olive, which according to some "(latch" books is 

not a Baetis, but Lfi an Ephemerella. The phrasQ'."blue-winqed
if ( (A.Py

olive is losinq its ident.rhv, while Baetis is taking over. In

the east and midwest, however, most of the trout flies of the 

same general coloring in bodies and wings are called Blue-winged 

olive, while the word. Baetis is not used at all as the most 

accepted common name. In fact, in HATCHES II, blue-winged olive 

is listed as the "most accepted common name" for 12 species in 

the east and midwest^ while the word, Baetij^ is not shown once

as the "most accepted common name". I i phrase Blue-

winged o \ive b o L and I like to see it with the hypher^ as the 

British print it, or even better, as B-w.o.

species. The color olive is the dominant body color of most of 

the species in the Baetis qenus. And the body color of the blue—

winged olive is, vou guessed it, olive. Both the b^lue-winqed

cilive and the Baetis flies also have dim-colored (lighter or 

darker) wings,making it even easier to lump them all together in 

the Baetis group. We are experiencing this kind of difficulty in

fly nomenclature because of the trend to call flies by their

scientific names...not their g-enopfrcnames. In England, anglers 

still call Baetis flies, " olives." And th< lue-

winged olive, "blue-winged olive." In 1986, i t isnetr cne Test

Ifs easy to see why th»£e=^s confusion^ier the twoA.

M
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River wbeftMiad a lengthy conversation with the river keeper of 

the Leckford Club. He said the American anglers he met were 

using so much Latin in their conversations, he couldn't
f . 0

understand them at all. I feel the scientific names should.be/T^*- 

deft to the taxonomists and we^the anglers should return to the
vT'

easierj Ä&)se friendly «pe-nê ic- terms.

/h  / W -
Rrinjdüf^size> and^color of bodies and wingSj there is^ of

course., another way to identify trout insects: nnrl that i t by 
J  'i+JL, tVtC-

the time of^their appearances. And we can use this method^io 

distinguish between the two flies in this chapter. The true 

Baetis or olive is the first and last Mayfly you'll see in 

Montana. It is small^ 1 6  and underhand can be fished as early as 

February and as late as November. The flies seem to like nasty 

weather^darkj scudding clouds^ rain^and even light snow. Tell a
vt It

fellow angler a certain day was a Baetis kind of day. and he'll 

know exactly what you're talking about. "Because hatches can 

occur in the worst climatic conditions and because there are two 

yearly generations^ the survival of the species is ensured^" said 

Charles Gaidy in his impressive study, EPHEMERAS MAYFLIES 

NATURALS AND ARTIFICIALS. ~l<

The blue-winged olive is basically a summer fly and has /

three tails while the Baetis have only two. than

the Baetis because its wings are overly large for its body. The 

pattern^has a unigue history begimw*§- with Halford under that 

name in FLOATING FLIES.^ The dressing was as follows: Wings:

Pale coot, upright. Body: Peacock quill dyed a medium olive.

3
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Hackle and tail: same medium olive. In Halford's book, the

natural fly was to hatch chiefly in the evenings during the
-f'US*trtsf!****%

latter part of July, August and occasionally even „September. t  ¡n

many books about the fly. the most popular and

deadliest pattern to use during the evening rise was the Orange 

Quill, made popular by Skues. Here is the dressing: Wings:

Pale starling. Hackle: Bright red cock. Tail: Same color. 

Body: Pale condor quill, stripped and dyed hot orange.^A hot 

orange colored fly to imitate the somber, olive bod.y/leaden wing 

insect? They have got to be kidding^J used to thinkf^Then, 

recently^ in SUNSHINE AND THE DRY FLY^ by J. W. Dunne, I read the 

following) "Late in the evening, in the middle of a furious rise 

(of blue-winged olives), you will have to abandon fishing, hasten 

through the darkness to the nearest plank bridge,/'spear /our rod, 

get out on to the board, and^ kneeling there, peer closely and 

intently at the black water hurrying beneath. Then you will see, 

gliding swiftly by amid the hatching duns, a spinner with big, 

flat-spread, oddly whitish-looking wings, between which the red 

body looks queerl.y stumpy and diminutive. Red body, did I say? 

Yes. red— red as any lobster. For your sacrifice of an 

evening's fishing will have had, at any rate, this little reward: 

that there,. right beneath your eyes, will be the 'orange quill.'"

Now, that's a neat little British twist'J :ishing the dun

with a spinner because they both appear on the water at the same 

time. But isn't that what Herb M.yer and I did on the Big Horn 

with the/pale morning dun so^b~^acklec

■ 7 ^
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It was on the Bighorn again that Hale Harris and Steve 

Hilbers of the Bighorn Trout Shop in Fort Smith, and/forked out

iiay y -49y—2&~etfHi--245— F9&H Both of these young men are pro
y O -

guides and fly-tyers and furnish practically all of the flies

hackle^ fly and frequently fish the old? general patterns and a 

lot of new ones they have developed themselves. One of these is

Hook: 16, 18 light wire.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Danville olive thread built up from the tail into a 

thirusloping taper. (Some earlier patterns used brown thread.)

Ribbing: Yellow silk (Thin copper wire on the brown pattern.)

Thorax: Tiny bunch of mole. (On the early brown pattern, 

only.)

Hackle: Starling, three or four wraps. (Include at least 

one or two wraps of the dull, base side of the hackle.)

thora/^that I started fishing the Baetis hatch on the Bighorn^ 

above the three mile access. Once the hatch starts, the browns

gather in tight^ little pods. The rises are slow^ancTaeliberate 

the trout seeming to do a little hula with their bodies when they

/ H u d

one of the four Baetis patterns in this chapter, ih+fr during&  during d
' Ac— -----

It was with the olive and yellow sii

go back in. (-&i4-you ever thi-n-k mightJbe showing off!)off?) ì
A l  S<r>*JL 7^
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ftUj
-the-spot -t-..thonnht T wanted was occupied by a young angler 

who was flailing away unsuccessfully at the pod of fr^-r/sing 

fish. I found another pod below him,and on the first cast 

upstream. I took my first brown trout on the new sofi^fjkckle^ 

J)aetis. Then I took another and was feeling magnanimous. I 

yelled to the young lad^ (his name was Brad Bohen) who saw what I 

was doing. Did he want to try one of the new/BaetilI _

Yes! Yes. indeed! (I was not being altruistic--! cJL*-&

^ 1/

xA
wanted a second tester of the new ¿of^H>dcklpj^etis.) And on 

his first cast with the fly^ he had a brown. Then we took turns 

hooking and landing these fish until we exhausted our pods and 

the hatch was over.

jb (/it

I left the Bighorn convinced the ¿ol^hiick^^aetis was the 

best artificial fly ever to come down the stream. And I couldn't 

wait to try it on my favorite piece of water on the Madison 

trophy section below Ra.ynold's Pass bridge. The Madison here., 

too^ is famous for its Baetis^hatches at this time of year. I 

chose a day soon after the Bighorn outing that looked like the 

ideal Baetis^day. It was cold and gray with low; fast^oving cloudy, 

threatening rain or snow at any time. The pool I had in mind was 

not occupiedLand the hatch had not started yet. I waited 

patiently^feeling a little smug because I knew I was going to 

slaughterythose fish. Then the hatch started^nd the trout 

joined in. On the water, the Baetj^ looked iust like the Bighorn >

is.lsoft-hackleg/ /Baetis, maybe a shade smaller, but I had the ( /  /

in 18's too. So I put on an 18 and made my first cast.‘ Nothing,

6
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Welly you cant always take a trophy fish on your first cast. So 

I cast again, the fly passing right over the noses of at least

three feeding trout. Again T:‘'And again. And nothing^ nothing^ *

Drag free. With drag. A bigger fly. It diin't make any

difference. Those fish wouldn't take that fly in a million

.years. I hammered at them for two hours. I couldn't believe itf)
TUc

and I finally quit, -ttixiik'iicglthere is nothing fe^certain in

fly fishing.

It was that frustrating experience which-made me decide that—

I could not cover Baetis with only one fly pattern in a written

work on new soft hackles. Yet. when that- work started taking shape in
f s  I

1986^ I was sure only one pattern per specie^wbuld do^ and it

was ^oing to be the quintessential sof/t-h)ackle fly for the 

Baetis. pale morning dun. midge, caddis, qreen drake, or whatever 

fly I had access to and chose to cover in this book. To be 

honesty, had the Bighorn Baetis worked on the Madison and other 

Montana waters. I probably would have believed it to be the 

quintessential pattern, and would have left wel<T^nough alone.

&JLI C & )ld *  ft Q

But- it didn't so here is the second Baetis pattern.■
Starling and pheasant.

Hook: 16. 18. 20. liqht or medium wire.

Tying s44k: Danville olive.

Body: Barbs (three for a 16y two for 18yand one or two for 

a 20) from the center tail of a rooster pheasant, wound on the 

hook together with thin copper wire, as in the^pheasant tail^soft

l



w i -to or traditional nymph.

ling: three or four wraps of the lighter, dun-

This fly belongs as much to Paul Brown as it does to me. We 

designed it sometime before 1983 as a nymph/dun Baets imitation 

on the Henry's Fork raver in Idaho. The fly is influenced

the Baetis__prevail. The Sawyer nymph is Paul's sheet anchor, and 

he often starts fishing this fly when the Baetis are on. Paul 

says. "Fishing the Sawyer nymph^ I thought I was in possesion of 

the Holy Grail of Baetis^ imitations. There were times,, however^

move it slightly when I thought it was close to the fish and this 

would encourage them to take it. As I think back to Frank's 

book; NYMPHS AND THE TROUT^ he, too^ would raise the nymph at a 

speed he figured was the nymph's swimming speed and this would

W :
"There were times/when the fish would not take the Sawyer

great fly could ever fail me^and I looked closely into the water
>

to see if there might be another insect present. I never found

underwater or in the film^, or they were feeding on submerged egg- 

laying females (Entomologists have reported female spinners of

course-, by Frank Sawyer's pheasant tail nymph^-̂ h-ieh is-one of
^  ----------

urface flies on that river and others wherePaul's favorite su

I couldn't believe that this

any and finally reasoned^the fish were taking a drowned Baetis dun
ju JU t s
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Baetis and closely related qenera deposit their eggs underwater 

by crawling down rocks, weeds or whatever) in preference to the
i U x T

duns whieh were everywhere in evidence.

"One of my first alterations to the Sawyer nymph was a loos 

dubbing of mediurri^ark hare's mask at the thorax and the change 

from a wet fly hook to a dry fly one. ^ r e a s o n e d  the hare's fur 

represented the wings folded closely along the bodies of the 

femalesSa«^ I also wanted the fly to stay fairly close to the 

surface. Although this fly worked at times below exposed weed 

beds^ it was not the answer I was looking for.

"I beqan to think about soft-hack]/éa6 that might duplicate 

the color of the wings of the natural^^efl^the starling came to 

mind. The feathers were small enough for 20's and 2 2 ' but at 

first glance they seemed too dark. But wait. At the base of the 

feather is a downy, filmy kind of marabou like fuzz which comes 

very close to the color of the wings of the Baetis duns. I tied 

a few of these wet duns and tried them the first chance I got.

My subesequent experience with the Starling and Pheasant is that 

it is ofen effective when you cannot induce the trout to accept a 

conventional Sawyer nymph."

-tike, I also fished the starling and pheasant for the

first time on the "Henry's F ^ rk ^^ Tg w^iter^Xas we shall also see 

later)/ l-i-k« that river, is conducive to
/  i\ h

:o reacl^ast i ng /and 

reach/swing casting with the new sof1(~trackled fly imitations 

because you can move above the fish in almost any direction to

9



obtain the desired drift. With the starling and pheasant I 

could fool many Henry's Fork trout, but never any of the giant 

rainbows the river is famous for.

The giant fish story with this fly belongs to Pat Daly^ who 

fished the Henry's f^rk with me during the late fall of 1983. I 

tied some snarling and ̂ pheasant 16's in the car and gave him a couple 

to try out. The next day we were in Yellowstone Park on the
.. . . i ) , ,
Madison. We separated, but were-still within sight of one 

another. It was a classic Baetis day^againi cold rain^ low gray 

clouds^and leaden sky. In the middle of some of my fishing. I 

looked downstream and saw him hook a fish. Good; I thought, he 

didn't get that many. I turned away thinking he would fight it 

and release it in a short time. The fight lasted longer than 

usual and he started to make his way across the river toward my 

bankj the^traveled one. He's got a nice fish, I thought^ but

the river's full of nice fish at this time of year/./and 

went on fishing. Meanwhile^ he kept on coming still holding onto 

the big fish and nearing the bank^ where his wife and mine were 

now standing cheering him on. I couldn't stand it any longer and 

got out^ ran two hundred yards down to him and saw what he was 

holding on "to. It was a brown, quite subdued, ready for release^ 

perhaps 24 to 26 inches long. Pat was quite subdued toOj so I

stepped into the water and reached down to remove the fly and saw there
T t ^  l

one °f(roy)starling and pheasants stuck firmly in the scissors of 

this giant trout.
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The third soft-hackled fly imitation for the Baetis is the 

rWJloa, a very popularjjget^s imitation throughout

M A

Yorkshire and Scotland. It is number 8 in Pritt's list and
$  Mk/vA 'Wm -\

number 2 in the list of Edmonds and Leep(in .cite you have the- 

author's THE SOFT-HACKLED FLY ADDICT at your disposal, where»you 

can also find the meaning of the word^ bloa.) — ------ -

A w X

% ( •

0j j &

My dressing is as follows:

Hook: 16j 18. light wire.

Tying thread: Pearsall's yellow.

Body: A light dusting of muskrat fur on the well-waxed 

tying thready tapered slightly toward the front of the fly.

Hackle: Two wraps of a smallj pearly gray feather with 

white tips from the under side the wing of a waterhen^ (moorhen 

or American coot)^ set well-back from the eye of the hook.

Tail: 5 or 6 filaments of clear, crinkly pol.y^cut short. 

(Pritt's tie is the same except for the position of the hackle 

and the tail. Edmonds and Lee's tie specifies mole fur for the

dubbing, which is considerably darker than the muskrat, (jfcrrawo 

other dressings by different authors^ mole fur *-s aicn cnggoctoH 

instead of j>He muskrat^)

à k jç
1)

Depuy's spring creek near Livingston has excellent hatches 

of the Baet is and bjue-winged olive. The small dark Baeti ju 
-eomos early & s March disappears around the middle of Ma.ŷ  

and returns around the middle of September (in an even smaller 

sizeLand is fishable until- way— December. The Blue-winged
y  ¿ippeaA,?

olive around the end of June and lasts until around the

11



middle of October. The hatches come and go like clockwork 

because of the constancy of the temperature and chemistry 

of the water. One could not f i n d ------’ •

testing place for new fly patterns ana one could not find more S
A

kindly people than E\ ~ er^ Betty,and Bob Auger^

spring creek.

This fly; the Waterhen-Bloa^has had a very thorough workout

rainbows feeding on olive duns. It can also be used successfully 

in a much larger size than the actual fly on the water^ which I—

hackled mayfly imitations.

¿ The most memorable experience with the waterhe0 1 oa occured 

/prr^October1989^when I fished Depuy's with Barry Serviente^ 

owner of Anglers Art. It was very cold- with rain and snow

some new Tricos and Waterhen-bloas in 18's> tied not with waterhen 

hackles^ but with blufe-^un hen hackles from a newly purchased 

Hoffman neck. (The fly should be called Hoffman hen bloa). We 

fished at the blue sate where by 11 or so the Baetis really
W':TUjL UffAfL-

started coming down, tt w a s > show off

bÊ̂ ûiî m r r ^ H r r T l ot"of câ ïïîg S Z S lO P ^ ^

'rtwo--year-s to test my new sof^~h^ckled fly imitations on their

the river keeper^ whc emission during the *last
•*-*1

mode and downstreaiC*nthe reach/

on Depuy's and can be fished confidently upstream in a drag-'f/ee

i*Tnthe reach/swing manner to browns and

f5e4— re*one of the main advantages of all of the new. sof£^)

showing intermittingly. I was armed with sp^tH^ackle midges^,

12
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And what I proceeded to do 0 * 4  ' J ^ j Z t '

with theffiffmanjjgn Jtfoa, No matter where I put it^a trout 

^t.lnn to ..trite -U^and^-rminht sovorai. |l was usinq a /pai-Rj U ? ^

7X-12 foot leader, and I beqan to qet reckless. In quick 

succession, I broke off 4 or 5 bloas and finally ran out of the 

pattern, the hatch in full swinq. Now what? Run into Dan Bailey 

in Livinqston and tie more, that's what! I felt stranqe sittinq 

there with 30 or so women, all of them thinkinq I miqht be 

stealinq their jobs^from them.’ One of them found the materials I 

needed^ and in 10 or 15 minutes I tied another 4 Hoffman hen 

J^loas and was back on Montana 89 racinq toward Depuy. I found 

Barry still at the j>lue jgte^ sluqqinq away takinq a fish now and 

then^ and started below him, where the new fly resumed its 

outstandinq performance.

Barry wrote his own version of this day's fishinq in his new 

cataloq, test tscms&(March, 1990): "I watched, in awe, as Syl 

tested a new sofy)ackle pattern on DePuy's Sorinq Creek near 

Livinqston, MT^this oast fall. Usinq a 3 weiqht rod he made a 

60' cast cjuaterinq downstream. The backcast missed the chest- 

hiqh weeds and the fly landed three feet ahead of the trout 

feedinq in a backwater on the other side of the stream. After 

such a presentation with a prototype fly there was no way the 

trout was qoinq to refuse." was the

fly not the driver,* CMjLrfwttHu CA&JIj X  cJ  r

p |  i $ P o

The fourth sof^ljiackle imitation in this chapter is called 

simply blue-winqed olive and was developed by Tedd Ward who has
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fished the fly successfully for three season^mainly on the 

Beaverkill. The dressinq is: ||

Hook: 18j 20^ medium to liqht wire.

Tvinq thread: Danville olive.

Body: Barbs from qrev qoose quill feather.

Rib: Olive silk.

Hackle: Blue dun hen.

The grev joose, herl body with the olive rib looks similar

to the liqhtly dubbed muskrat body in the Waterhen bloa, and
/

Providian alternative to tvinq the pattern. Tedd has said the
A

fly is not only more effective on the Beaverkill; but can be 

fished with less fuss than other patterns for the blue-winqed 

olive on the classic eastern rivers. Please see 

more information.

14



Appendix

All of the new fly dressings in this book are repeated here 

for quick and easy retrieval by the reader. The dressings of the 

flies for eastern rivers created by Tedd Ward are also included.

1. SYL'S MIDGE

Size: 16 sproat, fairly light wire.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Peacock herl tied a bit fat, beginning at a point 

between the point of the hook and the barb.

Hackle: Two turns of a small gray partridge hackle.

2. MOTHER'S DAY CADDIS

Sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18. Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly 

h o o k s .

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Peacock H e r l .

Rib: Yellow silk, (optional.)

Hackle: Gray or brown partridge hackle, wound then gathered 

and set on top of hook.

Head: Mole fur.*,

3. PALE MORNING DUN

Sizes: 14,M 6  Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks.
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Tying thread: Danville 6/0 orange.

Body: Pale, yellowy/orange dyed rabbit or similar, fine, 

synthetic dubbing tapered slightly to just past the center of the 

hook. Not too hairy. (Choose body color to match local duns.) 

Hackle: White-with-rusty-edge hen feather.

Head: Same dubbing as for body to the eye.

Tail: Clear sparkle poly.

4. BAETIS #1

Sizes: 16, 18, Tiemco 100 or Dai-Riki 305 dry fly hooks. 

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Same thread built up from the tail into a thin sloping 

taper. About 2//3's of the hook.

^ R i b :  Yellow silk.

Hackle: Starling.

Head: Danville olive.

5. BAETIS #2

Sizes: 16, 18, 20 Tiemco 100 or Dai-Riki 305 dry fly hooks. 

Tying thread: Danville Olive.

Body: Cock pheasant and copper wire.

Hackle: Starling.

6. WATERHEN-BL0A (BAETIS #3)

Sizes: 16, 18 Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 d r y  fly hooks.

Tying thread: Pearsall's yellow.
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Body: A light dusting of muskrat fur.

Hackle: Waterhen.

7. BWO (BAETIS #4)

Sizes: 18, 20 Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks. 

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Grey goose.

Rib: Olive silk.

Hackle: Blue dun hen.

8. TRICO #1

Size: 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying thread: Black or dark olivet 

Body: Dark mole.

Hackle: Dirty-white hen hackle.

Head: Dark mole.

Tail: C l e a r , s p a r k 1e po 1 y ,,long.

9. TRICO #2

Size: 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying thread: Black or dark olive.''

Body: Peacock h e r l .

Hackle: Grizzly hen.

Tail: Clear, sparkle poly, long.

10. CALLIBAETIS
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Size: 14, 15, 16, Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemeo 100 dry fly hooks. 

Body: Orvis #21 dubbing.

Hackle: Grizzly hen.

Tail : Clear, sparkle poly.

11. GREEN DRAKE

Size: 10, 12, fine wire, 2x to 4x long.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Hackles: Two olive green dyed partridge and one cock badger 

or blue dun hackle.

Body: Olive green hare's face or equivalent.

Rib: Olive silk.

Tail: Moose mane or olive sparkle material.

12. RUSTY SPINNER

Size: 15, 17, 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying Thread: Orange.

Body: Rusty dubbing.

Ribbing: Gold wire.

Hackle: White-with-rusty-edge.

Head : Rusty dubb i n g .

13: FRESHWATER SHRIMP

Size: 12, 14, 16 Dai-Riki 070 sproat.
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Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Light olive dubbing.

Back: Clear plastic.

Ribbing: Gold wire.

Hackle: Olive dyed partridge.

Tail: Olive dyed partridge.

14. MAHOGANY DUN (Exprimental)

Size: Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hook to match.

Body: Danville tobacco brown tying thread.

Ribbing: Pearsall's yellow.

Hackle: Medium dun hen.

Tail: Clear sparkle poly.

The following soft-hackled fly imitations were developed by 

Tedd Ward for use on the Beaverkill, Delaware and other eastern 

rivers. He has been using general soft hackles since the early 

70's when we first met in Yellowstone Park. This series of 

patterns is a result of 6 years work. Tedd says, "anyone, novice 

or master, who isn't carrying some soft hackles is missing the 

boat. The mistake a lot of fishermen have made in the past is 

ruling out soft hackle designs at the peak of a hatch when trout 

are super selective. This new book not only provides soft hackle

imitator patterns for those occasions, but should motivate more of 

to devise our own."
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DUN VARIANT (ISONYCHIA BICOLOR) NYMPH

Hook: Partridge K12ST.

Thread: Claret.

Hackle: Q u a i l .

Tail: 3 peacock sword barbs.

Rib: Peacock herl counterwound with black silk.

Body: Sealex #105.

DUN VARIANT EMERGER

Hook: Partridge K12ST.

Thread: Claret.

Hackle: Quail.

Tail: Black marabou tied long to imitate the trailing 

shuck.

Body : Sea lex #105.

Thorax: Muscrat tied heavy.

Tedd uses two patterns to imitate the Hendrickson hatch on 

the B e a v e r k i l l . He says, "The first imitates both the nymph and 

the emerger and should be used before the hatch. The second 

imitates the so-called stillborn and works when fish are rising, 

but don't seem to care for the dun."

HENDRICKSON (EPHEMERELLA SUBVARIA) NYMPH AND EMERGER

Hook: Mustad 94833 #12.



Thread: Unithread dun colored 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge.

Tail: 3 or 4 lemon wood duck barbs.

Body: Mixture of 2/3 Sealex #110 and 1/3 Sealex 117.

HENDRICKSON (STILLBORN)

Hook: Mustad 94833 #12.

Thread: Unithread dun colored 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge.

Trailing shuck: Gray partridge reverse tied.

Body: Mixture of 2/3 Sealex #110 and 1/3 Sealex #117.

Tedd continues with the March Brown. "My experience on the 

Beaverkill, has been, along with many others, that the trout work 

the March Brown nymphs more often than the duns. One day in the 

Wagon Tracks Pool, duns were hatching out in the still water 

downstream. While watching them, I noticed trout flashing on or 

near the bottom in the run in front of me, obviously feeding on 

the nymph. I found a March Brown Spider soft hackle in my box 

with gold dyed hare's ear and tried it. Three nice fish took the 

fly while dead drifting in the surface film. Since then, the 

pattern has proved successful not only as an imitation of the 

March Brown nymph, but as imitations of the Gray Fox and Light 

Cahill nymphs. Here is the tie."

MARCH BROWN NYMPH (STENOMEMA VICARIUM) PLUS GRAY FOX AND LIGHT 

CAHILL
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Hook: Mustad 94833 #10 for March Browns #12 for Gray Fox 

and #14 for Light Cahill.

Thread: Brown Unithread 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge, or sometimes grouse.

Tail: 3 cock pheasant barbs.

Rib: Fine copper wire.

Body: Gold (yellow) dyed spikey hare's mask tied a little 

heaver than usual for a soft hackle.

For the W e st Branch of the Delaware in late summer, Tedd 

suggests the following Sulpher pattern, fished as a drowned dry 

fly.

SULPHUR (EPHEMERELLA DOROTHEA)

Hook: Mustad 94833 #14.

Thread: P e a r s a l l 1s yellow silk. 

Tail: 3 gray partridge barbs. 

Body: Pearsall's tying thread. 

Thorax: Natural kapok.
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Appendix

All of the new fly dressings in this book are repeated here 

for quick and easy retrieval 'by the reader. The dressings of the 

flies for eastern rivers created by Tedd Ward are also included.

1. S Y L ’S MIDGE

Size: 16 sproat, fairly light wire.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Peacock herl tied a bit fat, beginning at a point 

between the point of the hook and the barb.

Hackle: Two turns of a small gray partridge hackle.

2. MOTHER'S DAY CADDIS

Sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18. Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly 

hooks.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Peacock Herl.

Rib: Yellow silk, (optional.)

Hackle: Gray or brown partridge hackle, wound then gathered 

and set on top of hook.

Head: Mole fur.

3. PALE MORNING DUN

Sizes: 14, 16 Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks.
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Tying thread: Danville 6/0 orange.

Body: Pale, yellowy/orange dyed rabbit or similar, fine, 

synthetic dubbing tapered slightly to just past the center of the 

hook. Not too hairy. (Choose body color to match local duns.) 

Hackle: White-with-rusty-edge hen feather.

Head: Same dubbing as for body to the eye.

Tail: Clear sparkle poly.

4. BAETIS #1

Sizes: 16, 18, Tiemco 100 or Dai-Riki 305 dry fly hooks. 

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Same thread built up from the tail into a thin sloping 

taper. About 2.1 IVs of the hook.

Rib: Yellow silk.

Hackle: Starling.

Head: Danville olive.

5. BAETIS #2

Sizes: 16, 18, 20 Tiemco 100 or Dai-Riki 305 dry fly hooks. 

Tying thread: Danville Olive.

Body: Cock pheasant and copper wire.

Hackle: Starling.

6. WATERHEN-BL0A (BAETIS #3)

Sizes: 16, 18 Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks.

Tying thread: Pearsall's yellow.
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Body: A light dusting of muskrat fur.

Hackle: Waterhen.

7. BWO (BAETIS #4)

Sizes: 18, 20 Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks 

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Grey goose.

Rib: Olive silk.

Hackle: Blue dun hen.

8. TRICO #1

Size: 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying thread: Black or dark olive.

Body: Dark mole.

Hackle: Dirty-white hen hackle.

Head: Dark mole.

Tail: Clear, sparkle poly, long.

9. TRICO #2

Size: 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying thread: Black or dark olive;

Body: Peacock h e r l .

Hackle: Grizzly hen.

Tail: Clear, sparkle poly, long.

Head: Peacock herl.
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10. CALLIBAETIS

Size: 14, 15, 16, Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hooks. 

Body: Orvis #21 dubbing.

Hackle: Grizzly hen.

Tail: Clear, sparkle poly.

11. GREEN DRAKE

Size: 10, 12, fine wire, 2x to 4x long.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Hackles: Two olive green dyed partridge and one cock badger 

or blue dun hackle.

Body: Olive green hare's face or equivalent.’

Rib: Olive silk.

Tail: Moose mane or olive sparkle material.

12. RUSTY SPINNER

Size: 15, 17, 19 Tiemco 102Y.

Tying Thread: Orange.

Body: Rusty dubbing.

Ribbing: Gold wire.

Hackle: White-with-rusty-edge.

Head: Rusty dubbing.

13: FRESHWATER SHRIMP
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Size: 12, 14, 16 Dai-Riki 070 sproat.

Tying thread: Danville olive.

Body: Light olive dubbing.

Back: Clear plastic.

Ribbing: Gold wire.

Hackle: Olive dyed partridge.

Tail: Olive dyed partridge.

14. MAHOGANY DUN (Exprimental)

Size: Dai-Riki 305 or Tiemco 100 dry fly hook to match.

Body: Danville tobacco brown tying thread.

Ribbing: P e a r s a l l 1s yellow.

Hackle: Medium dun hen.

Tail: Clear sparkle poly.

The following soft-hackled fly imitations were developed by 

Tedd Ward for use on the Beaverkill, Delaware and other eastern 

rivers. He has been using general soft hackles since the early 

70's when we first met in Yellowstone Park. This series of 

patterns is a result of 6 years work. Tedd says, "anyone, novice 

or master, who isn't carrying some soft hackles is missing the 

boat. The mistake a lot of fishermen have made in the past is 

ruling out soft hackle designs at the peak of a hatch when trout 

are super selective. This new book not only provides soft hackle 

imitator patterns for those occasions, but should motivate more of us 

to devise our own."
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DUN VARIANT (ISONYCHIA BICOLOR) NYMPH

Hook: Partridge K12ST.

Thread: Claret.

Hackle: Q u a i l .

Tail: 3 peacock sword barbs.

Rib: Peacock herl counterwound with black silk.

Body: Sealex #105.

DUN VARIANT EMERGER

Hook: Partridge K12ST.

Thread: Claret.

Hackle: Q u a i l .

Tail: Black marabou tied long to imitate the trailing 

shuck.

Body: Sealex #105.

Thorax: Muscrat tied heavy.

Tedd uses two patterns to imitate the Hendrickson hatch on 

the Beaverkill. He says, "The first imitates both the nymph and 

the emerger and should be used before the hatch. The second 

imitates the so-called stillborn and works when fish are rising, 

but don't seem to care for the dun."

HENDRICKSON (EPHEMERELLA SUBVARIA) NYMPH AND EMERGER

Hook: Mustad 94833 #12.
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Thread: Unithread dun colored 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge.

Tail: 3 or 4 lemon wood duck barbs.

Body: Mixture of 2/3 Sea lex #110 and 1/3 Sealex 117.

HENDRICKSON (STILLBORN)

Hook: Mustad 94833 #12.

Thread: Unithread dun colored 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge.

Trailing shuck: Gray partridge reverse tied.

Body: Mixture of 2/3 Sealex #110 and 1/3 Sealex #117.

Tedd continues with the March Brown. "My experience on the 

Beaverkillj has been, along with many others, that the trout work 

the March Brown nymphs more often than the duns. One day in the 

Wagon Tracks Pool, duns were hatching out in the still water 

downstream. While watching them, I noticed trout flashing on or 

near the bottom in the run in front of me, obviously feeding on 

the nymph. I found a March Brown Spider soft hackle in my box 

with gold dyed hare's ear and tried it. Three nice fish took the 

fly while dead drifting in the surface film. Since then, the 

pattern has proved successful not only as an imitation of the 

March Brown nymph, but as imitations of the Gray Fox and Light 

Cahill nymphs. Here is the tie."

MARCH BROWN NYMPH (STENOMEMA VICARIUM) PLUS GRAY FOX AND LIGHT
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CAHILL

Hook: Mustad 94833 #10 for March Brown, #12 for Gray Fox 

and #14 for Light Cahill.

Thread: Brown Unithread 8/0.

Hackle: Gray partridge, or sometimes grouse.

Tail: 3 cock pheasant barbs.

Rib: Fine copper wire.

Body: Gold (yellow) dyed spikey hare's mask tied a little 

heaver than usual for a soft hackle.

For the West Branch of the Delaware in late summer, Tedd 

suggests the following Sulpher pattern, fished as a drowned dry

fly.

SULPHUR (EPHEMERELLA DOROTHEA)

Hook: Mustad 94833 #14.

Thread: Pearsall's yellow silk.

Tail: 3 gray partridge barbs.

Body: Pearsall's tying thread.

Thorax: Natural kapok.
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INTRODUCTION

I have never concealed my admiration for Sylvester Nemes's 

first two works, THE SOFT-HACKLED FLY and its s e q u e l , THE SOFT- 

HACKLED FLY ADDICT. They were written in clean tight prose, each 

about a single, simple subject. Each illuminated its subject in 

such a way that I was able to grasp it and enlist it into instant 

use where it's most practical and also most fun: out on trout 

streams.

I now take a high percentage of my fish, season after 

season, on soft-hackled wet flies.

Since meeting and fishing with Sylvester, I've acquired a 

similar admiration for the m a n — with some envy added. He's 

energetic, enthusiastic about his favorite subject, has a quick 

sense of humor. He's also retired now and living in Montana, He 

casts his soft-hackled flies on some of the most beautiful and 

productive trout streams on earth. His opportunities for 

education, in a school where the instructors scold with cold, 

disdainful noses, are limitless.

My fishing partners and I have encountered many difficult 

situations in recent years, over trout selective to specific 

insects, and solved them with soft-hackled fly patterns. The 

brawling Deschutes has gentle backeddies where great dark forms 

arise to sip distressed mayflies from the foam. A soft-hackle 

awash in the film is about the only thing that fools them. The
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gentle Bighorn has extensive slick-topped flats where browns set 

up rise rhythms and accept only the occasional natural out of 

parades of them floating by. Again, a greased soft-hackle is at 

times the only fly that will coax them into making a mistake.

I have long hoped that Sylvester would write a book about 

these situtations: fishing soft-hackles when hatches are 

happening and trout are selective. But he needed lots of time 

for research; such a book could arise only out of his retirement 

to Montana.

Now, we've got it.

Like Sylvester's earlier works, SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS 

takes a single subject--fishing hatches with soft-hackles--and 

shines clear, instructive prose on it. It doesn't cover all of 

the hatches; no book could. But it covers those most of us will 

encounter in a season astream.

This new book can be seen in one light as a treatise on the 

most important hatches; how to match them with soft-hackles, how 

to fish those flies and take trout in this new way. It's an 

important book in that respect alone. But it can also be seen as 

a m e t h o d : as a departure point for learning to recognize your 

own hatches, and learning to construct your own soft-hackled 

magic to match them.
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You'll learn from this beautiful creation of Syl's. You'll

also enjoy it.

Dave Hughes 

Astoria, OR, 1990.
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SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS 

By Sylvester Nemes 

PREFACE

With this book, SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS, I have come 

full circle d y w t g - m y  long romance^iand literary involvement with the 

soft-hackled fly. The circle began with the publication of THE

SOFT-HACKLED FLY in 1975. It re-introduced American fly fishers 

to a simple, wingless and tailless, two-part wet fly; the- body of 

silk, dubbing or herl and the hackle from game birds such as 

partridge, grouse or snipe and other birds such as starling and, 

the English bird, Jackdaw. There were only 14 patterns in the 

first book (I recall one publisher's refusal, "We c a n t ’publish a 

whole book on just one kind of fly.") and only one simple way to 

fish t h e m — across and down. The book's message wasCtrout are 

simple, wild c r e a t u r e s sn o t (nearly)posses s7ng"?he brain power most 

match-the-hatch a d v o c a t e s t o  them. The message continued: 

trout would take a sparsely dressed artifical below the surface 

even when it was 'dragging' in front of them.

r
In the first book, soft-shackles were 'hunch' flies. One 

started out with his favorite c o l o r ¿ o r a n g e ,  ye l l o w  or greeeo)and 

switched to another if the first didn't produce. The elimination 

process .gjsew -P a s t e s by fishing a dropper, a fly of a different 

color or material or size in order to arrive quicker at the 

taking pattern. It was also suggested that one should fish a
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r  ^softJhackle in.size and color w hich came  closest to the fly or 

flies being taken by trout or seen on the water. This was a 

simple and elementary approach to fly fishing^reserved by many 

experienced anglers for their wives, sweethearts and young . ■

There was very little science. It was too easy. And for mafty- /

advanced an g l i n g 'frr e c r r i o n ^ i t  wasn't enough. )

A «
The middle book of what ¿« now a trilogy was THE SOFT- 

HACKLED FLY A D D I C T ,A published b & m - in  1981, in Chicago. In the 

six-year interim from the first book, I obtained some original 

Yorkshire soft-hackled flies and was amazed at their skimpiness.

Where I was still tying my bodies with floss, these were tied 

merely with the tying silk. Also, late in the interim, I finally 

found and purchased NORTH COUNTRY FLIES by T. E. Pritt and BROOK 

AND RIVER TROUTING by Edmonds and Lee, considered by angling 

historians to be milestones in the literature of soft hackles.

And I agreed. The books were eye-openers. The colored fly 

plates in both books showed soft-hackled flies that were far more 

sparse and imitative of trout insects than any I had tied and 

used. There were also many more patterns. And the attempt was 

made, particularly in BROOK AND RIVER TROUTING, to key patterns 

to actual trout insects, or, at least in many cases, to the 

broader insect orders.

I was very happy to have these two books. They were helping 

me to ¿grow-4 n  my appreciation and knowledge of the soft-hackled 

fly. I desired that readers interested in this fly should grow
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with me, so I included all of the plates and patterns of NORTH- 

COUNTRY FLIES and all of the patterns and a color plate of BROOK 

AND RIVER TROUTING in the new book. The ADDICT was far more 

advanced than the first book. The reader needed some knowledge 

of entomology, and he needed to understand the differe/efit between 

across-and-down casting with dr ag -and-upstream casting without 

it. The book certainly could not be recommended for beginners.

Book-s one and -twqi were thought of and written when I was 

living near or in Chicago. I was a typical non-resident angler, 

fishing several weekends a year in Michigan and Wisconsin and 

perhaps one or two weeks annually in Montana and Yellowstone 

Park. I feel the nature of the first two books did not require 

any more experience or special skills than that. Like Arnold 

Gingrich, I was fishing more in libraries than on rivers. And 

the most beautiful place for me to 'fish' during that time was 

the Newberry Library in Chicago, where along with the w o r l d ’s 

largest collection of manuscripts and memorabilia of Herman 

Melville, there was also a pretty good collection of fly fishing 

literature which included such things as YORKSHIRE TROUT FLIES, 

rare predecessor NORTH-COUNTRY FLIES, (the only copy I have ever 

seen,) and books by Jackson, Theakston, Ronalds, Walbran and many 

others pertaining to the soft-hackled fly.

sy * I

In 1984, I was able, finally, to reverse that trend by 

moving in retirement to Bozeman, Montana, where I could, indeed, 

fish more in rivers than in libraries. (I was a 'resident' 

fisherman for the first time in my life.) I had already begun to
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experiment with soft-shackles which were designed as specific

imitations of certain trout flies: a large, olive-green dyed

partridge fly for the Green Drakej a white silk-bodied fly with

a light grey partridge hackle and peacock herl head for emerging

EPEORUS on the lower Madison; a small starling and pheasant tail

body fly for BAETIS on the Henry's Fork; and several partridge

flies with varying colored silk bodies for CADDIS on the

Yellowstone, Gallatin and the Madison. With more time on the

rivers and spring creeks, I was now seeing hatches of insects^^.

particularly small may f l i e f  which, quite frankly, were not 
- 7  .
covered by existing soft~hackled fly designs. I had also read

A
somewhere that experienced anglers were not using soft-hackled

drcJtt-fcJl iUt. I
two books h u > '»fefoesi -to f s o f t ^ - h a c k l e s ^  downstream, on a

JP>
tight line only. These twe occurefteos started me thinking about 

a series of new, soft-hackled flies w h i c h -i mitate

intended to be fished more like nymphs or dry flies, u ^  in 

traditional dry fly mode or dowi^in the modern "reach" cast mode
"tVj_

now practiced by -a— 1-apfe— percentage of dry fly fishermen. The 

result of that work, begun in March, 1987, is this book, the 

of the trilogy, SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS^ most certainly, the 

most advanced and demanding book 'in i-tt

more closely^ individual species of trout

Obviously, this kind of book could never have been written 

by anyone living in Chicago, Detroit or C l e v el an d^ Jinless he had 

unlimited time, money,and his own jet. One wonders how Richards



and Swisher researched and published their great book, SELECTIVE

TROUT. Swisher had plastic to sell and Richards had crowns to

make and cavities to fill. (They'did have the Rcfu^^b River n e a r b y
p —  7

however, which many of the hatches featured in their

book.) And think also about CADDISFLIES, by Gary LaFontaine.
a, \/fy~'hjuX

Five years to make with ¿to app-arent army of experimenters trying 

this pattern and that and poor Gary, actually diving into the 

depths of cold trout streams to witness, first-hand, the 

transformation of the caddis pupa into the caddis fly.

I'm no t~~tuu k i i iy For p t t y -.I did-have the rivers

(probably the finest collection in the world for this kind of

r e s e a r c h ) , the time^and the desire to do the work, and, hopefully^

enough talent and experience to make the book f*

-rx> ft
Besides, one can't really call this "work."

A / ;
b> j-VtiLo 

\z>H X
V\̂ ~ JL  j .

?

Wojrk-oii the new flies was conducted empirically. I was

guided by practical experience, not theory. I took each fly as

it came in the season (seasons), chased it from one river or

q j2_
spring creek to another} offering- the feeding trout my new

t v
concoctions until they worked>r^or didn't)___ sendiftg me back

frequently to the tying table./« Each soft-hackled fly 

imitation is based on the general appearance of the insect it 

tries to suggest. For example, the Trico imitation is based on a 

smalls black insect with dirty white wings; the Baetis imitation 

is patterned after a medium-sized, dark-bodied fly with dominant, 

grey wings; and the Green Drake resembles a large, dark green 

insect with a long tail and big wings. Not all the patterns are
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■^esfUTTaied to imitate a certain species. The imitations are 

sexless. Live insects were captured in a small dip net and 

studied cursorily with a low-power magnifying glass. There is
A

only one artificial per insect. I was not able to come up with 

the nymph, emerger, spinner of a given bug, nor did I want to.

There are ____ flies in this book. They cannot be called dry

flies, nor wet flies. They are fished half-in and half-out of 

the ^ a i e f T s o m e t i m e s  visible on the surface, orA in the film.

Like ¿ h e ^ r a d i t i o n a l  -us^-e^^dry flies, they are meant to be 

fished during "sight" fishing conditions^ yfhat is, when the 

angler can see trout feeding and when he can see (or know by the
O *̂ 2-

season or conditions) what the trout j / f  feeding on.

Many of the new flies make use of traditional soft-hackle 

materials; furs (real and synthetic), herls, silks and feathers 

from game and pest birds. One major, new wrinkle is the use of 

small, hen hackles, which are and always have been 'soft-hackles' 

and which, I feel, have thus far been ignored in the designs of

any of the new fly patterns. The hackle is used to represent

both the wings and the legs of the natural, keeping the new flies

as simple and easy to tie as any soft-hackle. Almost all of the
52?fvT

mayfly patterns now tails.made from sparkle-poly m a t e r i a l ^

imitative type fliesj^dry p f w e t .  There still are no wings on

A
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Soon after I started working on these flies, it occurred to 

me that some of my fellow anglers could^help out in testing 

p r t them. In fact, when some of them found out what I was trying 

to do, they insisted they be permitted to join me; either with me 

or by themselves on different rivers. I must have tied more 

than a thousand flies which I handed out gladly to anyone willing
-ht>

to give them a t r y ^  even^perfect strangers having a tough time

during a good hatch on various rivers. The testers reported to

me by notes, by telephone or in p e r s o n v_̂ PfiQsc ltret encounters 

bju**]
j i& r ® t h e  most exciting^particularly when the experimenter had a

f U
fabulous day fishing 4  new patterns. I could never write down 

what they were saying fast enough, and the subsequent, slower 

repeat always segwetf p a l s  by comparison. Some persons never 

responded at alj^but they did have my flies which I assumed they 

used at one time or another. A large body of testers is 

important to any research program, but more important than sheer 

numbers is the fact that the flies worked for them on different 

water and under different conditions of time and weather, and 

using different technics, equipment, lines and leaders. (Changing a 

leader made a great deal of difference in the testing of one of 

the new imitations on the Big Horn.)

So, I wish to thank the following people ( in alphabetical 

order) for whatever assistance they provided in the research of 

the new flies for this book. Jim Adams, Bob Auger, Frank Bell, 

Dennis Bitton, Judith Bowman, Larry Bradshaw, David Brameld, Neil
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Brown, Paul Brown, Ron Brown, Caesar Carnaghi, Mike Caswell,

Calvin Chin, Sandy Colvard, Victor Colvard, Tom Clark, Tom 

Conway, Lynn Corson, Jim Criner, Pat Daly, Dorn DeMeola, Earl 

Dorsey, Vivian Dorsey, Buddy Drake, Buddy Faught, Dave Freeman,

Eric Gustafson, Dave Hall, Tom Hargrove, Hale Harris, Hugh 

Hasselman, Hisatsugu Haneda, Steve Hilbers, Dave Hughes, Gary 

Kaplan, Naoki Kawamura, Lisa Keckeissen, Dave Kumlien, Mike Lan 

gford, Wayne Luallen, Grahame E. Maisey, Franj^Mattarelli, Sheri 

Merica, Maggie Merriman, Herb Meyr, Larry Miller, Tom Morgan,

Diane Orr, Datus Proper, Victor Ramon, Bob Roberts, George 

Roberts, Tom Roberts, Jack Sayers, Ron Schockley, Dave Schultz,

Barry Serviente, Drew Spanogle, Dale Spartas, Keith Stonebreaker,

Ed Story, Eric Swedman, Lee Trapp, Tom Travis, Dan Tubbs, Jo Anne Tubbs 

Charlie Vanerka, Doug Vanerka, Tedd Ward, Jack Weiss, Tom Widmar,

Dean Yannias, and Tom Young. I'm sure I've forgotten someone, 

and if I have, please accept my apology.

Research for the new flies was conducted on the following 

rivers and streams: The Yellowstone River (in Montana and 

Yellowstone National Park.) The Gallatin River (in Montana and 

Yellowstone National Park.) The Madison River (in Montana and 

Yellowstone National Park.) The Missouri River, The Big Horn 

River, the Big Hole River, The Firehole River. The East 

Gallatin River, The Henry's Fork and Fall River in Idaho and 

Nelson and DePuy's spring creeks and other private spring creeks 

near Bozeman and Belgrade, Montana. I want to give a special 

thanks to Eva DePuy for permission to test my new patterns on the
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lovely spring creek near Livingston which bears her name, 

and Bob Auger, river keeper at DePuy's, for his help 

and assistance in researching some of the new flies. I also want 

to thank Stan, Tom and Grace Milesnick for giving me access to 

their ranch and spring creek.

One thing remains before getting into the patterns. And 

that is to try to justify the appearance of yet another book on 

fly fishing{gs=sand perhaps, even w e p « . . ' y e t  another book on soft- 

hackled flies. I reazgp started writing THE SOFT HACKLED FLY, the
K  7^  H 7itt

first book, Uiinkling I would write a secondhand then a third.

<5 ^

* * *  ^ frhat was -a- development came out of itself and out of

/ • Xpersona(f̂ tj]jj^>which have nothing to do with fly fishing, but

‘fit * ' ̂ which m0ye t|̂  person., .the fly fisher.. .closer or further from 
fsiT. tfvT <*-  ̂ fU^n.

r^Tie magnetism of fly fishing. ,.

; _ ____

But, SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS, has freed me from the A. f\

^  dictum?, confines and cult ism of dry fly fishing. Now, I can
A

live and fish without absolutely stiff, lip-piercing dry fly
h©

hackles on my imitations. I don'-t Tiave to worry any-mere- about
tS* ot-k* i

dr ag»A w i n g s eeek4*§, flies floating, false casting, floatants, 

size and the ephemeral stages, emerger, dun, or spinner. I can 

concentrate more on the fun of fly fishing, the end...not the 

m e c h a n i c s . ..not the means...which was the promise of the first
pjrCfcViUt

book on soft hackles and is the major promise of this book,
A

too.
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During the nearly three years of "working" on this book, I

have uncovered some very interesting phenomenäf which will remain
$ (

p VZAHaJC
so because IAcan't explain why they occurred. They do fpjsnTsome 

distinct advantag^jover traditional dry fly fishing and they 

are:

1. The use of larger, artificial flies (up to two sizes larger than the 

insect represented).

2. Even though the reader is instructed to fish many of the 

flies in a drag-free mode, drag is not detrimental to the 

performance of the artificial. Injjeed, at times, drag seems to 

reverse the situation and 'turn on' a recalcitrant fish.

3. Surer, deeper hooking with a soft-hackled fly imitation.
A

4. The choice of observing the take at the point of the 

artificial or at the point of a strike indicater or line.

Eastern fly fishers may claim that the research in this book 

is too one-sided, that it ignores the singular hatches of the 

Catskills and other eastern fly fishing areas. Fortunately, I 

have a friend who has fished soft hackles for a very long time 

and who lives most of the year not very far from streams of the 

Catskills. Using traditional materials and^yeai^s of experience 

fishing general soft hackles,, Tedd Ward has worked out
X

four soft-hackled fly imitations for use on Eastern waters, which
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Chapter 1: Syl's Midge

Drag, for instance, which is supposed to be so terrible on an 

upstream cast with a dry fly, sometimes seems to serve as an 

added attraction to a midge that's floating on or in the surface 

film. When you see your fly starting to drag, give it an 

occasional six-inch twitch and you're more likely than not to 

produce an answering explosion.

THE WELL-TEMPERED ANGLER, by Arnold Gingrich. 1965 

Chapter 2 : Mother's Day Caddis

Adult caddis look nothing at all like ninety-nine percent of our 

dry flies because the latter are patterned after mayflies.

FLY-FISHING HERESIES, by Leonard M. Wright, Jr. 1975

• : : - x

Chapter 3: SH Pale Morni ng’Dtm-^

This popular name was given to this species by Doug Swisher and

Carl Richards in their fine book, SELECTIVE TROUT, and it is such

an appropriate description that I wish I had thought ot it 

myself.

NYMPHS, by Ernest Schweibert. 1973 

Chapter 4: SH Baetis



The tallest tale in fly-fishing is, as it should be, not about a 

fish but about a fly. Its name is the green drake. It is said 

to exist as an insect.in nature, and so it does in the telling. 

The question, inescapable but never resolved is whether the green 

drake is an imaginary being.

QUILL GORDON, By John McDonald.’ 1972

Chapter 8 : SH Spinner ^

It's very possible to fish a spinnner fall successfully without 

ever getting a look at the bug you're imitating so carefully.

SEX, DEATH, AND FLY-FISHING, By John Gierach, 1990

Chapter 9: SH Shrimp

...indeed, the shrimp is a pest of the watercress growers, not 

because it does much harm, since it only eats the decaying 

leaves, but because people do not like to find shrimps in their 

cress;...

THOUGHTS ON ANGLING, By J. C. Mottram, ND
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Because of their small size, Baetis are often overlooked by 

fishermen. Fish seldom make the same mistake. Many writers have 

noted that trout prefer to eat certain insects. When a hatch of 

tiny Baetis occurs simultaneously with that of a larger insect,

trout may ignore the bigger meal and become selective to the 

Baetis.

WESTERN HATCHES, By Rick Hafele and Dave Hughes. 1981 

Chapter 5: SH Trico

Tricorythodes activity is not for the occasional angler who

ventures forth to the stream, indifferent, with a "bakers dozen" 

of assorted traditional patterns.

HATCHES II, By A1 Caucci & Bob Nastasi. 1986, 1975 

Chapter 6 : SH Callibaetis

And, after all, a fly that is flush with the water is perilously 

close to the edge of wet.

MINOR TACTICS OF THE CHALK STREAM. By G. E. M. Skues. 1914,

1910

Chapter 7: SH Green Drake
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SYLVESTER NEMES 
PO BOX 3782

BOZEMAN, MT 59772

November 1s 1990

Dear Dean:

Here are the chapter

I think they will be 
about three days.

quotes which I called you about, 

interesting, even though they took

If you have Hills' HISTORY OF TROUT FIHSING 
you can see what I have in mind. WITH A FLY,

aga^ n * We had a Pretty good snow today, so 
there may be no more trips to the park.

Sincerely,
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